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From the Desk of The National President

Dear Professionals,

Greetings from Your National President!!!

At the outset, I must congratulate all the members on the occasion of Materials Management

Day. This day is celebrated across all the branches over the length and breadth of India to propagate

the profession of Materials Management among the members/professionals working in the

Industries as well as Govt. and Private Sector and the society at large.

I am in receipt of encouraging responses from branches celebrating MM Day. I am sure that the

members of these branches would have gained maximum knowledge through various programs

conducted during the MM Week.

IIMM Jamshedpur has organised Eastern Regional Conference whereas, IIMM Nagpur and Mumbai

Branch have organised two Day seminars and IIMM Delhi Branch has also organised special

programs for Weaker Sections of Society. I congratulate Chairman IIMM Jamshedpur, Nagpur,

Mumbai and Delhi branch for conducting the events in very befitting and professional manner.

Recently AICTE inspection has been carried out by the Expert Committee at IIMM NHQs for

Continuation of the Recognition for GDMM & PGDMM Program for the Academic Year 2018-19.

Inspection carried out in a very transparent and smooth manner. Result is awaited.

I look forward for your support for enhancing the Membership through Enrolment of new Members

as well as by renewals, to strengthen the Membership Base in this regard.

I once again congratulate all the branches on the occasion of MM day.

Regards

G. K. SINGH

National President - IIMM

e.mail : s_gksingh@yahoo.co.in
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From the Desk of  Chief Editor

Dear Members,

Reforms being undertaken by Government of India has resulted into better Economic
Growth & Macroeconomic Stability  inbringing positive thoughts.As per the Central
Statistics Organisation (CSO) and International Monetary Fund (IMF),India is expected
to be one of the top three economic powers of the world over the next 10-15 years, backed by its strong
democracy, strong private consumption, fading transitory effects of the demonetisation and implementation
of GST.

India’s gross domestic product (GDP) is expected to reach US$ 6 trillion by FY27 and achieve upper-middle
income status on the back of digitisation, globalisation, favourable demographics, and structural reforms
like liberalisation of FDI inflows, Aadhaar backed direct benefit transfers, an Insolvency and Bankruptcy
code, GST Implementation etc. India has improved its ranking in the World Bank’s Doing Business Report
by 30 spots over its 2017 ranking and is ranked 100 among 190 countries in 2018 edition of the report.

India’s GDP for the current financial year stood at 6.6 per cent and is expected to grow at 7.3 percent in
2018-19. The major contributing sector to Indian GDP is Service Sector which accounts for approximately
60% of GDP, whereas Manufacturing Sector contributes around 17% of GDP and Agriculture Sector at 23%
of GDP.

There have been various investments in various sectors of the economy. The M&A activity in India has
increased to 53.3 percent to US$ 77.6 billion in 2017 while private equity (PE) deals reached US$ 24.4
billion.Various foreign companies are setting up their facilities in India on account of various government
initiatives like Make in India and Digital India. “Make in India” programme has the potential to transform
the country into a manufacturing power house and take Manufacturing Sector contribution to 25 percent
of the GDP from the current 17 percent.

However, this will require substantial investment in Infrastructure, innovation, employable skills etc.
Government has also come up with Digital India initiative, which focuses on three core components i.e.
creation of digital infrastructure, delivering services digitally and to increase the digital literacy.

India’s demographic dividend is conducive to Start-ups with high potential.Indiahas retained its position
as the third largest Start-Up base in the world with over 4,750 technology start-ups.India is expected to
have 100,000 start-ups by 2025, which will create employment for 3.25 million people and US$ 500 billion
in value, as per Mr T V Mohan Das Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global Education.

Despite economic rebound, job creation remains a matter of concern in India. India has been tasked to
create 8.1 million jobs each year to maintain its employment rate. A nation of more than 1.2 billion people
and with a growing young population, enjoys a huge demographic advantage which has the potential to
drive India’s economic growth in the current century and beyond.However, unless we generate jobs, the
demographic dividend runs the risk of turning into a demographic disaster.MSME can play a vital role in
addressing these issues by generating more jobs through startups.

(DR. M.K. BHARDWAJ)
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T
he future is approaching us faster than we think”’ said
Alvin Toffler in his book “Future Shock.” Since then,
there have been startling changes in the way we think,

act and live on this planet. Technology has played significant
role and the globe has become a small place. Our lives
across the world have been affected by positive and
negative mega, mini & micro trends. The term Supply Chain
is increasingly being used to describe movement of
materials within the enterprise, across cities, countries or
continents. The significant trends that have been observed
are:

Trends:

� Centralized procurementand tracking of costs
� Rationalization of supply sources
� Globalisation of sources
� Outsourcing is on the increase
� Customers’expectations in terms of costs and speed

have got enhanced
� Need formore accurate and reliabledemand

forecasting
� Collaborative planning and information sharing across

the supply chain
� Increasing emphasis to generate real and significant

cost savings
� Enhanced levels of skills and talent expected from SCM

professionals

Not all corporates and businesses have been able to
respond well to challenges encountered by them. Some
have been unable to keep up with the rapid changes in SCM.
The traditional attitudes to stock well are still leading to
accumulation of inventory in the pipeline. Pressure for
reducing costs  in competitive environment and generating
profits is leading to cutting budgets ofeven essentials like
training & skills development.

Technologies: Go to any SCM conference and you are bound
to get a bountiful on Robotics, Self-driving vehicles, Electric
trucks, Block-chain, Internet of Things (IoT), 3-D Printing,
etc. It is hard to predict what is real and what will fade away,
but 2018-20 will surely be a period of heavy innovation in
supply chains. In India, many companies are yet to start
using even basic technology like Bar-coding, RFID,
Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (ASRS) and AGVs
(Automated Guided Vehicles) in their stores. While
application of basic technologies like Bar Coding has
become prevalent in the front-end (customer-facing end)
of supply change, their usage in the back-end of supply
chain viz stores, ware-houses and vendors is still limited.

TAT or tat ??
During a visit to Toyota several years ago, I was told by them
that they focus more on “TAT” and less on “tat”. Not
understanding this statement, I sought their clarifications.
Their VP smilingly said, “Small ‘tat’ie tools and techniques

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT:TRENDS,

TECHNOLOGIES, TECHNIQUES AND TALENT
ASHOK SHARMA, MGT CONSULTANT, SCM

FORMER NATIONAL PRESIDENT: IIMM

WORLD PRESIDENT: IFPSM &

PRESIDENT BOMBAY MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION

ashok.siloni@gmail.com

are easy to acquire and manage. We focus more on ‘TAT’ie
Talent, Attitudes and Teamwork. According to them,‘TAT’
Talent, Attitudes and Team-work are hard and take long to
develop. Later, I heard a similar theme from Mr RussyMody
here: “Manufacture Positive Attitudes” and “Modernise
Your People’s Minds before you modernise your machines”.
All these revelations emphasise development of people:
developing right skills, team work, leadership qualities and
positive attitudes

Development of talent in supply chain management is vital
to the success of an organization. Focus on strategic goals
related to cost/value and integrating supply chain
management with business strategy are vital for success.
According to research, skills required in future supply chain
managers include:Project management, Technical
understanding, Cost accounting skills, Ability to understand
financial statements, Understanding of e-business / e-
procurement systems, Troubleshooting, problem solving,
Understanding of cross-cultural / global issues, Business
ethics, Understanding of the legal issues involved in
managing contracts.

Soft skills and personality attributes required include:Ability
to communicate effectively through presentations, email,
one-on-one, and team discussion, Ability to logically
organize thoughts, Ability as a natural facilitator to enable
team-based decisions, Time management, Leadership,
Understanding of customer’s expectations, Vision – creating
the environment, Desire to learn, Ability to present oneself
with confidence, Ability to think on one’s feet and Ability
to transfer knowledge and mentoring. In conclusion, we
are likely to face greater challenges in the future viz

a. Growing emphasis on “Demand Network
Management”,

b. Increased focus on cost management,
c. Alternative training technologies
d. Promoting “collaboration” instead of competing within

the organisation
e. Multi-skilling,
f. Ability to manage uncertainty and change.

Managers will need to lead teams of multi-ski lled
individuals, make decisions with less information yet be able
to have effective Risk & contingency management skills.
Change will continue to accelerate, technology will replace
humans in many areas, Jobs will shrink and job descriptions
change continually. This, thus means continuous learning
and re-learning for professionals. I always remember the
quote,

“The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be those who
cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn,
unlearn and Relearn”

���
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A
 world where automation comes together, with

technology, to deliver products without human

intervention.

If an order is placed by a consumer, 3D printers pick-up,

the details, and print the finished product. It is then

picked by robots, from the shelves packed and placed,

into a self driven truck. The trucks leave  the facility, and

drones are automatically dispatched from the truck to

deliver products while  moving. The truck never stops

until arriving for re-loading.

Generate a huge data that leverage the supply chain.

The same data have a drastic impact on supply chain

planners, and agencies around the globe, it is important

that you understand how the top emerging trends in

the digital supply will shape the supply chain, and

transportation process in coming years.

The objective to understand supply chain is on the right

path, towards using of digital 3D printers, internet of

things, artificial intelligence in supply chain:

Methodology surveys conducted by the supply chain,

and the methods adapted to digital insights has been

different in many ways.

Digital transportation and logistics in supply chain-

Telematics and use of Global Positioning devices have

changed the life of the driver in a transport vehicle. The

drive can see real time traffic, jams, sense, and then shift

due to congestion of roads, heavier traffic and also the

maintenance status. The dispatcher can also sense the

position of the vehicle also able to give the expected

time of arrival; this concept is adoptable in supply chain.

Digital systems in supply chain are changing rapidly for

the logistic convenience.

 Digital procurement in supply chain: The automation

of digital procurement depends upon having real-time

data base that combine to join the point of sale, loyalty

of information in supply chain process. Procurement has

changed considerably in digital supply chain

management, with robotic process, automation, cloud

based applications, sophisticated analytics, and they

have gained importance. Classified procurement has

been identified ways to make substantial gains and cost

savings.

Digital supply chain will play a significant role in robotics

and automation digital transformation to come by. There
will be massive productivity gainsto be made across
manufacturing and logistics and also in the service
sectors, as artificial intelligence that takes on some of
the workload of certain white collar roles in supply chain.
Going into digital network, means capitalizing on the
inter-connectedness of all the functions in supply chain.
The key is seeing activities to come together and drive
operational excellence across the network in supply
chain. Will there be a change in demand if you automate
exception management, and make it more predictive by
leveraging analysis in supply chain.

If in making new designs to suppliers and switching over
production will there be a surge in demand in supply
chain. Is there a chance of suppliers calling apart, if
predicted in digital supply chain and the aftermarket
service is responding to change.

Digital supply chain can deliver: 1. Increase revenue. 2.
Reduce cost 3. Reduce working capital. 4. Improve
customer service. Digital supply chain becomes
completely integrated, that is fully transparent to all
players involved from suppliers of raw materials-
components, parts, transporters, and of those suppliers
and also finished goods, and finally customers demand
fulfillment.

Digital supply chain network will depend upon a number
of key technologies, integrated planning, and execution
systems, logistic visibility, automation in logistics, smart
procurement, and warehousing, spare parts
management, and advanced analytics. This will result,
and will enable companies to react to disruption in
supply chain, and even anticipate them by fully modeling
network, and creating, and adjusting supply chain real
time in conditions of change.

The digital supply chain in planning and distribution,
consists of key elements, which consists of  integrated
planning, and execution, and logistic visibility and
volatility, procurement in modern digital system, smart
warehousing, efficient spare parts management,
autonomous supply chain management, and B2C
logistics, prescriptive supplier analytics, and digital
supply chain enablers.

The goal of digital supply chain is ambitious to build, an
altogether new kind of supply chain network, that is both
resilient, and responsive, and if companies are to make

TRANSFORMING TO SMART DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN –

TECHNOLOGY –SUSTAINABILITY-INNOVATION

P. VISWANATHAN

EC MEMBER IIMM BANGALORE BRANCH

vid_shy@yahoo.com
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digital supply chain- aggressive, and digital supply chain
ecosystem a reality, and gather technologies, and build
capabilities it must also find right people with right skills,
and manage the supply chain, and transform the entire
organization.

The digital supply is a new media, which encompasses
the process of delivery from the point of origin (provider)
to destination (consumer). In this process the physical
media must go through a process in ordering to mature
into a consumable product digital media, and must pass
through various stages in processing to get to a point in
which a consumer can comply the concept of supply
chain activities.

Digital Supply chain trends that digitalization that will
experience: 1. Picking optimization: when with the use
of wireless network, mobile computer, RFID technology,
and voice picking, application, it can extend the facilities
to the mobile worker in supply chain activities. Mobile
and wireless systems make workers more productive,
and reduce the labor required to manage materials, Bar
code or RFID data to capture improves and preserve
inventory accuracy. While providing real time, visibility
in supply chain.

Faci lity planning In digital supply chain the
implementation of easy work flow through facility
planning, as this saves money, capital investment,freight
or container loading, automatic loading facilities which
could replace physical loading and unloading, with
driverless SUV vehicles, lifts, with heads on display and
step-by-step instructions on how efficient load a
container given the size, dimensions, weight, and
packages, going into it in digital supply chain.

Traffic support in supply chain going digital which is being
equipped with Global Position devices systems , and
navigation controls that allow carriers to efficiently route
shipments, without the distraction to the driver. The
display will show the importance when transporting
special materials of medical supplies thus maintaining
cargo temperature which importance should be given
to digital supply chain.

All theses aspects clearly should change the digitalization
of supply chain, but one understanding is that how it
plays in a work-in-progress. Breaking down some of the
enabling technology should help logistic manner, and
figure out how to embrace the new era. Technology like
predictive analysis better visibility over the movement
of goods, and robotics application that help warehouses
and distribution centre’s keep pace with all, and play
pivotal role in digital supply chain management, so will
the realization that new technologies many often lay over
the existing system, as a means of trading partner, and
better communication system in digital supply chain
system.

Digital supply chain is about systems that can be more
aware of what is developing and which are quick or smart
enough to change the supply chain physical process for

optional process.

Digitalization in supply chain will change the world
supply chain activities, expecting leaps and bounds in
adoption of digital information technology: 1. more
process with suppliers will be automated. 2. Organization
with real-time status updates of information will be
available from across the entire supply chain. 3.
Organisation will use more data analytics to bench mark
and evaluate the supplier’s performances. 4. Holding
suppliers to higher standards will become more and
more important, as the pressure moves from
transparency, ethical and sustainable supply chain, and
the importance of collaborating with suppliers goes
beyond of assuring supply and optimizing cost.

Technology investment in modern digital supply chain is
on Internet of Things, Bar code scanning, Tablet
computers, data analytics, warehouse truck loading
automation, advanced images, mobile thermal printers,
stationary label printers, wearable, RFID. Technology
deployment in the warehouse is expected to increase
productivity, efficiency, and visibility in supply chain.
Wireless network to be built for environment that deals
in manufacturing and warehouses in supply chain.

Drone delivery E-commerce has announced its plan to
use drone to deliver products to customers, as a part of
innovation, sustainability in supply chain, and this has
led to a new heat wave in the industry, and now most
companies are considering the idea of drone delivery in
supply chain but drone delivery has battles to fight as it
is subjected to a lot of skepticism, but drone delivery
will foster delivery in shipping and highly specialized
areas as delivering drugs to remote location.

Cloud computing intelligence, transportation systems,
and automation will help companies to provide customer
centric solutions based on their needs. Bar codes and
RFID’s are very useful for tracing the location of
shipments and tracking them on real time basis and use
of warehouse automation, cold storage technologies also
are becoming  widespread in e-commerce logistic .

Automatic identification technologies like RFID/RFT are
increasing being used now for vehicle and fleet tracking
management. Bar coding also widely incorporated for
material storage retrieval/dispatch with minimum error.
Communication technologies is a core business enabler
now as the system EDI/GPS/IDS are fostering innovating,
and bringing in sustainability in helping logistic
companies become efficient. Tools like ERP/WMS and
the software related to inventory management,
scheduling planning optimizers, and customer
management are favored by logistic industries.
Companies are well equipped with proper information
technology systems and able to create higher
performance visibility with minimum manual
intervention, and having a competitive edge over others.

���
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T
hree years back in his very first interaction with
Secretaries, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
expressed his anguish at India’s poor performance in

World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business. His view was that India
has made itself a highly complex, difficult and complicated
place to do business in and it was necessary that rules,
regulations and procedures built over the years are
dismantled so that India becomes easy for investors.

Uday Deb

In the last three years this work has been undertaken with
single minded pursuit, structural reforms vigorously driven,
procedures simplified, rules modified and almost 1200 laws
abolished. The measures put together have been
unprecedented. In the last three years India’s Ease of Doing
Business rank has jumped up from 142 to 100 – a jump of
42 positions. The World Bank’s ranking is important as it is
widely publicised and plays a significant role in positioning
and branding a nation.

India is a very large country, and much of the action relating
to investments has shifted to states. It is therefore necessary
that we make states easy and simple to do business in.
Government has initiated competition amongst states and
union territories on defined outcomes of Ease of Doing
Business.

There has been heavy competition. In the first year Gujarat
came number one. The second year, Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh beat Gujarat for the first spot. The best thing was
that the mineral rich states of Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh
competed heavily and came fourth and fifth. Competition
amongst states has now became intense. Since ranking was
being put in public domain there was heavy pressure on
chief ministers and state bureaucracy to perform and
deliver. Clearly good governance is now becoming good
politics.

Learning from this example, NITI Aayog has carried this
principle forward for state rankings on defined outcomes
in the field of health, education and composite water
management. While we have challenged the states, we are
also partnering them to radically improve their performance
before ranks are announced. This in many ways has been a
unique experience of competitive federalism.

India making a substantial jump of 30 ranks is extremely
noteworthy as it is very rare and difficult for large countries
to make a quantum jump. A jump of 30 ranks has rarely
been seen before. However India needs to radically improve
in dealing with construction permits where it ranks 181,
enforcement of contracts where it is ranked 164, starting a
business where it is 156, trading across borders where it is
146 and registering property where it is still at 154.

What does India need to do improve its position in these
parameters and break into the top 50 in the next two years?

In registering property the critical challenge is that records
related to land are spread across many departments, sub-
registrar’s office, land records, banks for mortgages and

HOW TO BREAK INTO THE TOP 50: ENHANCE JOBS

AND GDP GROWTH BY FURTHER IMPROVING EASE

OF DOING BUSINESS AND SLASHING RED TAPE

AMITABH KANT, CEO, NITI AAYOG

courts in cases of disputes. This means that a buyer must
visit every single department separately to find the records.
Therefore reducing the search time will require massive
digitisation at various offices and linking records together
using a unique ID. In enforcement of contracts the
establishment of dedicated commercial courts at the district
court level in Delhi and Mumbai can go a long way towards
reducing time taken for resolving commercial disputes.
These courts should also introduce online electronic case
management systems and should rigorously abide by the
civil procedure code limit of a maximum of three
adjournments per case.

Despite important reforms in starting a business India
continues to be ranked poorly because other countries have
reformed faster. India’s rank can benefit from further
integrating registration processes into a single form by
converging GST with PAN/TAN registration, integrating EPFO
and ESIC and also shops and establishment registration
processes. It also needs business process re-engineering
to reduce the propensity to inspect by switching to real time
registration and a culture of risk-based verifications. This
requires cutting layers of bureaucracy.

In trading across borders, India has implemented far
reaching reforms but private sector feedback seems to
indicate that the impact is still to be felt. We need to do
extensive process re-engineering to ensure that all
approving authorities in the customs clearance process
deliver seamless online approvals and bring shipping lines
on board to deliver timely online service.

While reforms in dealing with construction permits have
been acknowledged there is scope for greater
improvement. Further reforms require integration of central
and state governments’ NOC departments with the
municipal corporation, single windows to ensure online
approvals and service delivery, using GIS to provide
transparent and conclusive information on permissions
required and risk based principles to reduce the number of
inspection and approvals.

Lastly, we need to train staff in all our departments so that
they become champions of reforms and provide correct
advice to applicants. India must continue to accelerate the
momentum of reforms in the coming years. It has
demonstrated the political will for structural reforms and
the ability to converge and integrate across departments.
Providing greater vigour, energy and dynamism to this
movement will enable India to definitely break into the top
50 in the next two years.

There will be many challenges. Bureaucracy must continue
to be an active agent of process re-engineering, hard
reforms must be pushed vigorously, administrative blocks
eliminated and silos broken down. India’s ambition must
be to become the easiest and simplest place for investors
to do business in.

DISCLAIMER : Views expressed above are the author’s own

Source : The Times of India
���
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� Filing of application for refund u/s 55 by notified
agencies before the expiry of 18 months from the
last date of the quarter in which such supply was
received.

Notification No. 20/2018-CT, dated 28.03.2018.

� Clarification regarding Job work issue:Reverse
charge provisions regarding supplies from
unregistered person deferred till 30th June 2018.
Circular No. 38/12/2018, dated 26.03.2018.

� Refund to exporters clarified: -Refund of eligible
credit on account of SGST will be available even if
the supplier of goods or services or both has availed
of drawback in respect of CGST. Further, in cases
involving delay in furnishing of LUT, Circular No. 37/
11/2018-GST, dated 15-3-2018 clarifies that
substantive benefits of zero rating may not be
denied where it has been established that exports
as per provisions have been made. It has also been
clarified that as long as goods have actually been
exported even after a period of three months
payment of IGST first and claiming refund at a
subsequent date should not be insisted
upon.Circular No. 37/11/2018-GST, dated 15-3-2018

� GST exemptions for exporters to be extended till
30-9-2018:GST Council in its 26th meeting held on
10th March, 2018 has decided to extend present
exemptions on imports and domestic procurements
by holders of various types of Advance
authorization, EPCG authorization, and by EOUs. The
exemptions will be available for 6 more months, i.e.
ti ll 30th of September, 2018. Consequently,
according to the Press Release issued for the

INDIRECT TAXES UPDATES GST, CUSTOMS, EXCISE,

SERVICE TAX & VAT MONTH - MARCH 2018

       CMA Rakesh Bhalla

Past chairman NIRC of ICAI (CMA)*

nancybhalla@yahoo.com, 9779010685
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GST
• CBEC notifies various due dates:

purpose, implementation of e-wallet scheme has
also been deferred till 1st of October 2018. Under
the scheme, e-wallets will be credited with notional
or virtual currency by DGFT which can be used by
exporters to payGST/IGST on goods procured/
imported.

� Existing system of Returns filing to be extended
for three more months:GST Council has on 10-3-
2018 in its 26th meeting decided to extend the
existing system of filing returns by another three
months, i.e., till June 2018. At present GSTR-3B is
being filed by 20th of next month. GSTR-1 at present
has to be filed by 10th of the second succeeding
month (i.e., March 2018 return is to be filed by 10-
5-2018) if the aggregate turnover is more than Rs.1.5
crore. In case aggregate turnover is less than Rs. 1.5
crore, GSTR-1 for the quarter of January-March 2018
has to be filed by 30th of April, 2018, atpresent.

� E-way bills set to be implemented from 1-4-2018
for inter-State transportation:CBEC notifies E-Way
bill rules to come in to force w.e.f 1st April 2018.
Transporter shall be exempted from generation of
E-way bill for the time being.Notification No. 15/
2018-CT, dated 23.03.2018.

� Disputed/blocked credit – Undertaking required if
credit is more than Rs. 10 lakh: disputed credit or
the blocked credit is higher than Rs. 10 lakh,
taxpayers will be required to submit an undertaking
to jurisdictional officer that such credit will not be
utilized or has not been availed as transitional credit.
Such credit if utilised will be recovered along with
interest andpenalty.Circular No. 33/7/2018-GST,
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dated 23-2-2018.

� Priority Sector Lending Certificates are taxable at
18% GST: -CBEC has clarified that Priority Sector
Lending Certificates are taxable as goods at standard
rate of 18% under the residuary Sl. No. 453 of
Schedule III of Notification No. 1/2017-Central Tax
(Rate). In this regard notes that PSLC are not
securities, but are akin to freely tradeable duty
scrips, Renewable Energy Certificates, REP license
or replenishment license, which attracted VATearlier.

Circular No. 34/8/2018-GST, dated 1-3-2018.

� Refund to entities having UIN clarified: -CBEC has
clarified certain issues relating to refund to entities
having Unique Identity Number (UIN). Specialized
agency of UNO or any Multilateral F inancial
Institution and Organisation notified under UN
(Privileges and Immunities) Act, Consulate or
Embassy of foreign countries, are eligible for refund
under such dispensation. Circular No. 36/10/2018-
GST, dated 13-3-2018 while prescribing procedure
for manual filing of refund claims by such entities,
also lists nodal officers in each State in order to
facilitate processing of refunds. It is also stated that
facilityof single UIN is optional.

� Hostel accommodation provided by Trust is not
charitable activity: -Hostel accommodation services
do not fall within the ambit of charitable activities
as defined in Para 2(r) of Notification No. 12/2017-
Central Tax (Rate). Accommodation service in
hostels including that by Trusts, having declared
tariff of below Rs. 1000/day is exempt. The issue
which was sought to be clarified was whether hostel
accommodation provided by Trusts to students is
covered within definition of charitable activities and
is thus exempt.Circular No. 32/6/2018-GST, dated
12-2-2018.

� No GST on fee, penalty paid in Consumer Disputes
Redressal Commissions: - CBEC has clarified that any
fee, penalty, or amount paid by litigants in Consumer
Disputes Redressal Commissions is not leviable to
GST.

Circular No. 32/6/2018-GST, dated 12-2-2018.

� Healthcare service – GST liability clarified: - Services
provided by senior doctors/ consultants/ technicians
hired by hospitals are covered under exempted
healthcare services. CBEC has also clarified that since
hospitals also provide healthcare services, entire
amount charged from patients, including the
retention money and fee/payments made to doctors
etc., is towards such exempt healthcare services.
Howeverfood supplied to patients (other than in-
patients), or theirattendants or visitors will be
taxable.

Circular No.32/6/2018-GST, dated 12-2-2018

� Legal Metrology – Provision for placing stickers on

old stock extended:- Manufacturers, importers and
packers can now clear their old stock, after putting
stickers, tags, etc., by 30th of April, 2018. The stickers
would be required to comply with the mandatory
declarations under Legal Metrology (Packaged
Commodities) Rules as amended by a 2017
notification. Advisory dated 1-3-2018 issued by the
Department of Consumer Affairs to Controllers of
Legal Metrology also states that during initial period
there should be no prosecution for shortcomings in
labelling, in respect of font size, if it is not affecting
consumers.

Customs

� Refund to exporters - Procedure in case of invoice
mis-match notified: -Considering that most
common error hindering refund to exporters is the
mismatch of invoice number, taxable value and IGST
paid, in the shipping bill vis-à-vis same details
mentioned in GSTR 1/Table 6A, CBEC has notified
new procedure for refund in such cases. Customs
officer is to verify information furnished in GSTN and
Customs EDI system and sanction refund where
invoice details provided in GSTR 1/ Table 6A are
correct though details provided in shipping bill are
at variance.This new procedure is available only for
shippingbills filed till 31-12-2017.CBEC Circular No.
5/2018-Cus.

� BCD increased on certain metal items for mobile
phone, and specific screws:- Screw falling under
Tariff Item No. 7318 15 00 of the Customs Tariff, and
SIM socket / other mechanical items of metal for
cellular mobile phone covered under Tariff Item No.
7326 90 99 have been excluded from the lower rate
of 10% BCD earlier available to all goods of Chapter
73.Sl. No. 377 of Notification No. 50/2017-Cus has
been amended for this purpose by Notification No.
27/2018-Cus., dated 23-2-2018. Tariff rate of Basic
Customs duty for these goods is at present 15%.

� Certificate of Origin for specified imports from
Japan – Time limit revised: -Certificate of Origin in
respect of specified imports from Japan under
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement
can be issued retroactively within 12 months from
the date of shipment. Clause 3(b) in Appendix-A to
Annexure-2 in Customs Tariff (DOGCEPA between
India and Japan) Rules, 2011 has been amended for
this purpose with effect from 1st of March 2018 by
Notification No. 14/2018- Customs (N.T.) dated 19-
2-2018. The time limit for issuance of such
certificate, in exceptional cases, was hitherto 9
months.

� MEIS claims – Matching of SB description when not
required: -DGFT has directed itsregional authorities
to process applications forMEIS claims, other than
in few specified cases,only on the basis of ITC (HS)
Code as specifiedin the shipping bill. The authorities
howeverwould continue to process claim
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applications inrespect of specified 154 ITC (HS)
codes, afteralso matching the description in the
shipping billwith Export Product Description in Table
2 ofAppendix 3B of Handbook of Procedures Vol.
1.According to DGFT Public Notice No. 65, dated16-
2-2018, this willimprove ease of doingbusiness and
cut down delays.

� No provision for two proper officers for assessing
imported goods:- After holding that importer was
not eligible for exemption, CESTAT Delhi has held
that since Rule 8 of Customs (Import of Goods at
Concessional Rate of Duty  for Manufacture of
Excisable Goods) Rules, 1996 was not applicable,
Excise Officer would have no jurisdiction to issue
SCN. It was also held that differential duty cannot
be recovered by enforcing a bond, without first
adjudicating the same. The goods in the dispute
were assessed by Customs officer at port on the
basis of declaration/bond executed by assessee,
however, the jurisdictional Central Excise officer
issued SCN denying exemption.[Shilpi Cables
Technologies v. Commissioner – Final Order No.
50782/18, dated 23-2-18, CESTAT Delhi]

� DTA sale by EOU - ‘Suitable for repeated use
‘clarified: -CESTAT Chennai has allowed benefit of
Notification No. 52/2003-Cus. to empty drums
cleared as scrap in DTA by an EOU. The EOU had
imported raw material in these drums availing
concessional rate of duty under the said notification.
Rejecting department’s view that since drums can
be reused, condition 4(b) of said notification will
apply, the Tribunal held that test of being suitable
for repeated use was whether drums were being
reused for containing and transporting very same
goods in [with] which they had initially arrived.
Observing that goods were in the nature of used
packing material unsuitable for repeated use, the
Tribunal allowed the drums to be cleared without
payment of duty, as per provisions of 4(c) of the said
notification. [Sun Pharmaceuticals Industries v.
Commissioner – Final Order No. 40428/2018, dated
16-2-2018, CESTAT Chennai]

� TED Refund – Amendment in 2013 not
retrospective: -Delhi High Court has rejected the
contention that amendment in FTP on 18-4-2013,
restricting TED refund only to cases where
exemption is not available, is retrospective. The
dispute involved supplies to EOU, prior to
amendment. The Court in this regard noted that
tenor of 2013 notification did not show that it was
clarificatory, there was no ambiguity in earlier FTP
Paragraph 8.3(c), the amendment was substantive,
and that the Central Government cannot change FTP
retrospectively. Minutes of Policy Interpretation
Committee dated 4-12-2012 and the Policy Circular
dated 15-3-2013 were also set aside by the High
Court.[Deepak Enterprises v. UOI – Judgement
dated 19-1-2018 in W.P. (C) 5935/2017 & CM No.
42082/2017, Delhi High Court]

� Interest payable on delayed refund of SAD: -Delhi
High Court has held that interest under provisions
of Section 27A would be payable in case such
refunds are delayed beyond 3 months from the date
of application. Reliance in this regard was placed
on earlier decision of the Court in the case of Riso
India Pvt. Ltd. and Madras High Court Order in case
of KSJ Metal Impex (P) Ltd. The High Court further,
struck down Paragraph 4.3 of the Circular No. 6/
2008-Cus. Observing that said Circular did not
correctly interpret provisions of Section 27A.
[Micromax Informatics Ltd. v. UOI - 2018-TIOL-344-
HC-DEL-CUS]

Central Exciseand Service Tax

� Reimbursable expenses not includible for Service
Tax, prior to 14-5-2015:- Supreme Court of India has
held that for valuation of taxable services, prior to
14-5-2015, reimbursable expenses are not to be
included in ‘gross amount charged’ in providing such
taxable services. Deliberating on the term ‘such’ in
Section 67 of the Finance Act, 1994, the Apex Court
upheld High Court’s interpretation that value of
taxable service cannot be anything more or less than
the ‘consideration’ paid as quid pro qua for
rendering such a service. It was held that Rule 5 of
the Service Tax Rules, 1994 went much beyond the
mandate of Section 67.[UOI v. International
Consultants & Technocrats – Judgement dated 7-
3-2018 in Civil Appeal No. 2013/2014 and Ors.
Supreme Court].

� Cost of goods supplied free by recipient for use in
provision of service, not includible: -Supreme Court
has held that value of goods supplied free of cost
by the service recipient and used for providing
Construction of Industrial Complex service, was not
includible in the gross amount for valuation of said
service, for availing benefit of Notification No. 15/
2004-ST. The Court was of the view that such cost
was neither an amount ‘charged’ by the service
provider nor a consideration for the service
provided. It noted that such value was not part of
contract between the service provider and the
recipient and that it had no nexus with the service
provided. [Commissioner v. Bhayana Builders Pvt.
Ltd. – Judgement dated 19-2-2018 in Civil Appeal
Nos. 1335-1358/2015 and Ors., Supreme Court]

� Affixing particulars of buyer when not amounts to
putting ‘brand name’: -Affixing the name, logo and
particulars of buyers like the FCI and State
Governments does not amount to affixing brand
name on the jute bags. Supreme Court has held so
in a dispute involving exemption under Notification
No. 30/2004-C.E. for period 2011 to 2013. The Apex
Court in this regard noted that markings were
compulsory by law, and were not for the purpose
of enhancing value by indicating connection in
course of trade between the product and its
manufacturer. The Court was of the view that there
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was no ‘brand name’ involved in this case. [RDB
Textiles v. Commissioner - 2018-VIL-07-SC-CE]

� Valuation when goods sold at less than
manufacturing cost and profit: -if lower price was
due to commercial consideration of competing in
market and there was no evidence of flow back of
extra commercial consideration, it cannot be held
that transaction value was not based on principle
of price being the sole consideration. The Tribunal
further, distinguishing the SC Judgement in Fiat,
remanded the case for consideration of various
disruptions and fluctuations affecting
manufacturing cost. It noted that true legal
implication of Section 4(1)(a) of Central Excise Act,
1944 and the CBEC Circular No. 979/3/2014-CX was
not examined in the impugned order. The dispute
involved sale of certain cars for some period below
manufacturing cost and profit. [Honda Cars India
Ltd. v. Commissioner - Final Orders No. 50809-
50812/2018, dated 26-2-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Cenvat credit on service used for organizing
Vishwkarma Pooja, available: -CESTAT Chandigarh
has allowed Cenvat credit on Pandal and Shamiana
service used for organizing Vishwkarma Pooja by a
manufacturer. The Tribunal in this regard observed
that said pooja which is organized by the workers
for worship of their plant and machinery to be used
in manufacturing activity is customary in all the
manufacturing entities. Allowing the Cenvat credit,
it was observed that the activity was directly related
to the manufacturing activity.[Maruti Suzuki India
ltd. v. Commissioner – Final Order No. 60096/2018,
dated 20-2-2018, CESTAT Chandigarh]

� Mandatory pre-deposit can be deposited from
Cenvat credit a/c:- Kolkata Bench of the CESTAT has
allowed payment of mandatory predeposit under
Section 35F(i) of the Central Excise Act, 1944, to be
made from the Cenvat credit account. The Tribunal
in this regard observed that said provision did not
specifically mention that the amount has to be
deposited only by way of cash payment. It was held
that in cases involving admissibility of Cenvat Credit
or demand of duty, the amount can be debited from
Cenvat credit account as long as the Cenvat Credit
is permissible for utilisation according to Rule 3(4)
of Cenvat Credit Rules, 2004. [SRD Nutrients Pvt.
Ltd. v. Commissioner - 2018-VIL- 138-CESTAT-KOL-
ST]

� Motor vehicles when classifiable as tippers and not
dumpers: -Vehicles having speed in range of 70 to
85 km/hr and having wheels/ tyres of the type used
on highways and not off-road are covered under Tarif
Item 8704 23 90 as tippers. CESTAT Delhi rejected
department’s contention of classification under sub-
heading 8704 10 of the Central Excise Tariff as
dumpers, and set aside the demand of differential
NCCD after perusing the catalogue also (of the
vehicle concerned). The Tribunal was also of the

view that classification under Central Excise Tariff
wasnot to be made on basis of any reference in the
Cenvat Credit Rules. [VE Commercial Vehicles Ltd.
v. Commissioner - Final Order Nos. 50795- 50799/
2018, dated 26-2-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Donations without condition to do service, not
liable to Service Tax: -Donations received by a club
from members as well as non-members were not
liable to Service Tax under Club or Association
service according to a recent order of CESTAT
Chennai. Observing that such amounts would not
in any way come within the ambit of amounts
received against provision of Club or Association
service, it was held that such donations even if made
by non-members cannot be made liable.
[Cosmopolitan Club v. Commissioner - Final Order
Nos. 40366- 40385/2018, dated 6-2-2018, CESTAT
Chennai]

� Choosing flowers for processing is activity in
relation to ‘agriculture’: –Service of picking and
choosing flowers supplied by the customers, for
enabling further production of dried flowers, would
be covered under exemption Notification No. 14/
2004-S.T. as activity in relation to agriculture. CESTAT
Chennai while holding so, rejected department’s
contention that the activity was a post-cultivation
activity. The Tribunal in this regard noted that it was
held in the order impugned before it that services
rendered were with reference to flowers and not
with reference to dried flowers. [Comm.v.
Decoshyam Arts PLtd. - Final Order No. 40180/18,
dated 23-1-18, CESTAT Chennai]

� GTA - Transportation of cut wood not covered
under ‘agricultural produce’: Exemption available
to GTA service for transport of ‘agricultural produce’
under Notification No. 25/2012-ST (Sl. No. 21) did
not cover transport of cut wood of trees. CESTAT
Delhi, while holding so, observed that there was no
evidence that trees were cultivated/grown by
specific effort and intent, using human skill and
labour. Considering Indian AS41 and US Internal
Revenue Service Code, it was held that there was
clear distinction between plants and trees, and that
said activity came more appropriately under
Forestry Operations. [Commissioner v. Balaji Action
Buildwell - Final Orders No. 50665/2018, dated 19-
2-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Envelope not classifiable as general packing

container: -Envelopes made of paper and custom

made for particular type of content are classifiable

under Heading 4817 and not as packing container

under Heading 4819 of Central Excise Tariff. CESTAT

Delhi in this regard rejected the department’s

contention that envelope should necessarily be used

for correspondence or should contain paper

stationery only. It observed that since specific entry

of envelope was available, it was not correct to
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classify it under broad category of packing container

like cartons, boxes, bags, etc.[Universal Offset v.

Comm. - Final Order No. 50001-50002/18, dated 1-

1-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Refund of Cenvat credit on export of services –

‘Relevant date’ clarified:- Larger Bench of CESTAT

at Bangalore has held that relevant date for refund

claim under Cenvat Rule 5 in case of export of

services should be the end of quarter in which

Foreign Inward Remittance Certificate (FIRC) is

received, if claims are filed on quarterly basis. View

that amendment in 2016 to Notification No. 27/

2012-C.E. (N.T.) was retrospective and thus relevant

date for such refund was date of receipt of foreign

exchange,was hence rejected.[Commr. v. Span

Infotech – Interim Order No. 4/2018, dated 9-2-

2018, CESTAT LB]

� Renting out lake for boat rides and skating ring for

skating not liable to Service Tax: - Boat/balloon ride

on the lake and skating in the skating ring will fall

under the overall ambit of ‘entertainment’. CESTAT

Delhi while holding so has set aside the Service Tax

liability on Nagar Palika Mandal which had let out

the lake for boating and balloon rides, etc., and

skating ring for skating. The period involved was

from 2007 to 2012. The Tribunal was of the view

that the term ‘entertainment’ should be given a

wider meaning in the absence of statutory

definition. [Nagar Palika Mandal v. Commissioner

- Final Order No. 50629/2018, dated 9-2-2018,

CESTAT Delhi]

� Refund under Notification No. 17/2009-ST when

invoice not in assessee’s name:-CESTAT Delhi  as

allowed refund of Service Tax under Notification

Nos. 41/2007-ST and 17/2009- ST in respect of CHA

services even when the invoices issued by Customs

House Agent were not in the name of the concerned

assessee. The Tribunal, for this purpose noted that

the shipping bill mentioned the name of the CHA

and that it was not disputed that the said service

was notreceived by the assessee for export of goods.

Assessee’s appeal was allowed observing thatCenvat

credit and consequentially the refund was available.

[Vippy Industries Ltd. v. Commissioner - Final Order

No. 50586/2018, dated 9-2-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Cenvat credit on hiring of machines for levelling of

land for mining of ore for use in manufacture: -

Delhi Bench of the CESTAT has allowed Cenvat credit

on the service of hiring of JCB/PCB machines used

for levelling the land for preparing for mining. The

assessee was engaged in the activity of extraction

of ore for use in manufacture of their final product.

The Tribunal observed that unless and until the

machines were hired for levelling the land to prepare

it for mining purpose, manufacturing activity cannot

take place, and therefore, the said service was

directly related to the manufacturing activity.

[Hindustan Zinc v. Commissioner - Final Order No.

50572- 50573/2018, dated 7-2-2018, CESTAT Delhi]

� Non-declaration of records to department when

not material: CESTAT Mumbai has held that even if

record maintained by the assesse was not declared

to the department, but if from such record non-

availment of credit was established, department

cannot ask assessee to pay such not-availed credit.

The issue involved alleged non-reversal of credit on

opting for SSI exemption. The authorities below had

rejected claim that no credit was taken on the stock,

observing that private record maintained for non-

cenvatable inputs was not declared to the

department under Excise Rule 22(2).[Shraddha

Steel v. Commissioner - Order No. A/85286/2018,

dated 15-2-2018, CESTAT Mumbai]

VAT

� KVAT - No uniform rate mandated for goods in

works contract, before 1-4-2006: -Three Judge

Bench of Supreme Court has held that prior to 1-4-

2006 the goods involved in execution of works

contract were not mandated by legislature for

uniform rate of tax. The Court rejected the

contention that Section 4(1)(b) of Karnataka VAT Act,

as it existed prior to 1-4-2006, was a catch-all entry

providing for uniform rate of tax on goods involved

in execution of works contract. The amendment in

2006 introducing Section 4(1)(c) was also held as

not clarificatory by the Court.[State of Karnataka v.

Durga Projects Inc. – Judgement dated 6-3-2018 in

Civil Appeal No. 811/2018 and Ors., Supreme Court]

� Rajasthan Sales Tax - Refund on reduction of

provisional price: -In a case where provisional price

as per purchase order was subsequently reduced,

Supreme Court of India has allowed refund of Sales

Tax paid on excess amount. Considering definition

of ‘sale price’ in Section 2(39) of Rajasthan Sales Tax

Act, the Court was of the view that assessee was

bound to refund excess amount collected and

therefore legally entitled to refund. The Apex Court

for this purpose also noted that price of cylinders

supplied to government oil companies was fixed by

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gases. [Universal

Cylinders Ltd. v. CTO – Judgement dated 23-2-2018

in Civil Appeal No. 2431/2018 and Ors., Supreme

Court]

*Member ZAC & RAC Chandigarh - Central Excise

& Service Tax (now GST) & Customs, Govt. of India,

Member of Indirect Tax committee SIAM , Member,

ASSOCHAM National Indirect Taxes Committee,

Chief General Manager Finance- SML Isuzu Ltd.,

Winner Achiever Award 2015 by ICAI (CMA).
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AZEVÊDO: STRENGTH AND FLEXIBILITY ARE

ESSENTIAL FOR AN EFFECTIVE TRADING SYSTEM

WTO UPDATE :

S
peaking at an event organized by the Portuguese
and Brazilian Schools of Law in Lisbon on 3 April,
Director-General Roberto Azevêdo said that in a

rapidly changing world we need a trading system that is
strong enough to help countries resolve disputes and
flexible enough to help countries seize the opportunities
that new technologies will provide. He underlined that
the WTO is an invaluable resource in this respect and
“the world needs it today more than ever”. This is what
he said:

Good morning.

It is a great pleasure to join you today at the opening
ceremony of the 6th FórumJurídico de Lisboa. Being
Brazilian makes the pleasure even greater. Brazil and
Portugal have a shared history, a shared language, and
of course, a very rich track record of cooperation in a
number of fields, including on the global stage. This event
is a very welcome opportunity to discuss how Brazil and
Portugal can work to meet the challenges of the 21st
century.

The world is changing at a fantastic pace. We need to be
ready. The changes and tensions that we see in modern
society are of a structural nature, and this has been
concealed by the strong economic slowdown in the
aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. Many of the
problems that we face have been attributed to the crisis
when, many times, this was not the case. So most
changes and tensions that we see today will not
disappear with the resumption of economic growth.

This is, in fact, a very different cycle from all that we
have witnessed since the beginning of the industrial
revolution in the 18th century. It is fundamental to
understand this phenomenon  and be ready to tackle it.

Today we will have the chance to hear from renowned
specialists, coming from a range of disciplines. The title
of this event refers to the welfare state. By definition,
this arrangement seeks to address asymmetries and
favour the inclusion of everyone in the process of
economic development.

None of this is obvious, especially in cycles of structural
change. The discussions that we will have are therefore
fundamental to help decision-makers. Governance
policies at the national level will need to be reassessed.
So it is with great pleasure that I am here today and try
to contribute to this debate. So I would like to thank
everyone involved in putting this initiative together,
especially the organizers:

� InstitutoBrasiliense de DireitoPúblico,

� Faculdade de Direito da Universidade de Lisboa,

� andFundaçãoGetulio Vargas.

I wish you all a very productive meeting. I am sure we
will learn a lot.

[Keynote remarks]

Good morning again.

I am glad to address you today – and I would like to thank
the organizers once again for the kind invitation. Our
topic today, “new international relations and the
reorganization of trade”, is well tuned in with the broader
global debate. I will try to approach this from a broad
angle, zooming out a bit from a strictly trade angle.

At the outset, I would argue that the global trading
system – represented by both the GATT and the WTO –
has actually been a success story. The system has
fostered greater cooperation between nations for 70
years, facilitating huge advances in economic well-being
around the world. It has supported job creation,
prosperity and development, helping to lift millions of
people out of poverty.

In this broader context, it is important to note that this
system was created immediately after the Second World
War, in 1947, with the aim to promote the recovery of
the global economy and greater global political stability.
The founders of the system – the major players - were
convinced that the best way to achieve these goals was
through deploying coordinated efforts in a spirit of
international cooperation.

This logic, which has prevailed for 70 years, seems to be
questioned recently, whether intentionally or not. We’ve
all seen the headlines in recent days and weeks about
the rising trade tensions between a number of major
economies. The situation is of real concern, as there are
signs that this may only be the beginning of these
tensions. An escalation of reciprocal trade restrictive
measures would stop this recovery in its tracks – with
consequences for jobs and GDP growth that would harm
us all.

But, in addition to the important economic
consequences, the potential systemic consequences
could be even more serious. It is important to try and
avoid this escalation. Once the domino effect starts, it
will be very difficult to revert it. I am talking to all sides
to try to resolve this situation. There may still be time,
but we need open communication lines and a true
disposition to find constructive solutions. This is one of
the most urgent challenges before us today. And I think
it connects with our conversation here about ‘new
international relations’ in two key ways.
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First, I think it actually underlines the vital importance
of preserving the spirit of international cooperation, and
not confrontation, which has guided the creation of the
multilateral trading system in the post-war period. And
second, because the roots of these tensions are at the
broader economic context. They emerge from the
process of structural change that we are living through,
and I will explore this further on.

So while we need to respond to the immediate threats
that we see, we also need to develop a deeper
understanding of the longer-term shifts. This will allow
for a clearer sense of how we can respond. But what is
this process of change we are living through? And why
is this different from the past? After all, technological
change is not new. When the wheel was invented,
someone lost their job. What is different today is the
speed of change driven by technological advances, and
the tendency that they will only accelerate.

Patent registrations, which can help us to keep track of
innovation, have been growing by about 11% a year for
the past half-decade – compared with a long-term
average of 6%. Technology and innovations are now
spreading much more rapidly than ever before. The time
it takes poor countries to catch up with pioneering
countries’ usage of a technology has shortened
dramatically. After the spindle was invented in 1779, it
took over 100 years for the technology to spread around
the world. With the internet the time lag was just 6 years.
Society had decades to adapt to the transformations
caused by new technologies. Today, we only have a few
years.

All of this is having a huge impact on the way nations
interact – cutting the costs of doing business between
countries, helping to set up global value chains with
suppliers in many nations, and opening up a global
marketplace. Distances, costs and times have been
shortened, especially with the digital revolution.
Between 2013 and 2015, the value of online trade
jumped from 16 trillion to 22 trillion dollars, almost 40%
in two years, and there is no doubt that this growth will
continue.

Indeed, I think we are only at the start of this process of
transformation – which people are calling the Fourth
Industrial Revolution. Looking ahead, the combined
applications of elements such as AI, advanced robotics,
3D printing and blockchain could have further huge
impacts which are hard to predict.

By significantly reducing trade costs, digital technologies
could potentially lead to an expansion in global value
chains, further shifting production activities to
developing countries. Or, if it becomes more efficient to
bring production activities back together in “smart” local
factories than to offshore them, we could see the
opposite effect.

With blockchain, product and service providers in places
with weaker legal and intellectual property systems could
benefit, as this technology would make it easier to
protect their data and financial transactions. It may also
help smaller businesses to start trading, by supporting
them to build trust with partners around the world. This
is a technology that favours the integration of the global
economy, as it creates trust in cross-border transactions.

There is a lot of work being developed in this area.

I could cite many other examples of how new
technologies are changing business and societies.
However, I will not delve further, as other panellists will
discuss this topic. I want to highlight that the WTO will
be publishing a major report on the implications of these
new technologies and their trade applications in October
this year.

But the fact is that these changes are underway. We can’t
ignore them or hold them back. The challenge is to adapt,
but also to shape these changes in the way we want. 
Previous industrial revolutions have created huge wealth
and opportunity, but they have also created real societal
problems. So, if we want this new revolution to be
inclusive as aimed by the welfare state, then we have to
shape it – and we have to act now.

But what is the relation of all this with the developments
that we are seeing in the trading scenario, with the
tensions in last weeks and the risk of a protectionist
wave?

One of the most immediate ways that economic change
is felt is through disruption in the labour market. In 1900,
almost half of all workers in France were employed on
farms. Today, the figure is less than 3 per cent. In 1970,
over a quarter of American employees worked in the
manufacturing sector. Today, it employs less than 10 per
cent. And yet US manufacturing output has nearly
tripled.

There are many factors which can cause these huge
shifts. The biggest factor is the transformation in
productivity driven by technology and innovation – this
accounts for around 80% of job loss in manufacturing.
And we have to be ready for this trend to continue.

According to a McKinsey study of 54 developed and
developing countries, 64% of manufacturing jobs today
have the potential to be automated. That represents over
230 million jobs. In Brazil, 10.9 million manufacturing
jobs are at risk. In Europe, it’s 25.5 million.

These jobs aren’t going overseas. They just don’t exist
anymore. And the number of workers who lose more
traditional jobs grows every day. The middle class is
pressured by the threat of unemployment, or
underemployment, and by the contention of salaries in
traditional sectors of the economy. This situation is
worrying. But it is also evident that new technologies
are welcome, are inevitable, and that they can also
favour job creation.

In fact, more jobs will be created than lost with new
technologies, and these new jobs are better
remunerated. But the professionals who lost their jobs
in more traditional sectors will not occupy the new
vacancies in more dynamic ones. Most likely, they will
find a more unstable job, with a lower pay. In a nutshell,
the asymmetries rise between the most dynamic and
least dynamic sectors. There are more contrasts between
the people surfing this new wave in the economy and
those who get caught in it.

This phenomenon is captured clearly in the economic
literature, such as in Milanovic’s elephant curve. This
group of left-out people is susceptible to the easy
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political discourse that blames the external enemy. It is
simpler to blame the immigrant or the imported product
for the loss of jobs. This political dynamic can lead to
feelings of extreme nationalism and intolerance. And I
have to make it clear that I am not talking about a specific
country. This is a phenomenon taking place across the
world.

So once there is the perception that the problem comes
from the outside, cooperation is abandoned in favour
of confrontation. So how can we expect foreign policies
that lead to collaborative efforts in a field that is
perceived as a zero-sum game?

This sequence of equivocated perceptions stems from
an original sin: the diagnosis of the problem is wrong.
Tensions in the labour market do not come from outside,
but from the inside. They come from the new
technologies and the process of economic restructuring
caused by the digital revolution. And therefore putting
in place new trade restrictions or closing borders would
be applying the wrong medicine. The focus should be
on domestic policy and adapting it to the challenges of
the 21st century, especially in the areas of education,
training and retraining of professionals.

For example, a study cited by the World Economic Forum
estimates that 2/3 of the children in primary school today
will work in jobs that do not yet exist. In this scenario,
welfare policy has to be redesigned for a reality where
the number of people unemployed, whether temporary
or not, will be potentially much more expressive than
the current figures. In the US alone, 3.5 million truck
drivers may lose their jobs to self-driven vehicles. And
all the structure involved in road trade will be affected.
The figures are impressive, and real.

And there is no ‘one-size fits all’ recipe. Each country
will find their own formula, compatible with their
political and economic reality. Neither can we
underestimate the complexity of the reforms that will
be necessary. This is one of the biggest challenges facing
all governments today – one that will not be met by a
‘business as usual’ approach.  But, as I have said, this is
the realm of domestic policy. At the international level,
we also have a role to play. In this rapidly changing
economic context, I think we need a global trading
system that is:

� Firstly, strong enough to help countries resolve
disputes, offering a system that helps to depoliticize
areas of friction.

� And, secondly, we need a trading system that is
flexible enough to help countries to seize the
opportunities that the Fourth Industrial Revolution
will provide.

Let me take each point in turn …

First - ensuring the system remains strong and with an
effective dispute settlement system. This requires work
and engagement.

An important element here is to continue delivering new
trade reforms.

We have shown over recent years that the WTO can
produce meaningful results:

� In 2013 in Bali, we delivered the first multilateral
deal in the history of the organization – the Trade
Facilitation Agreement. This agreement has huge
economic significance, potentially cutting trade
costs globally by an average of 14.3 per cent. This is
a bigger impact than the elimination of all remaining
tariffs in the world today.

� In 2015 in Nairobi, members abolished agricultural
export subsidies.

� In addition to that, a group of members agreed on
the expansion of the WTO’s Information Technology
Agreement. This deal eliminates tariffs on a range
of new generation IT products, trade in which is
worth around 1.3 trillion dollars per year.

Besides trying to harvest more results in the traditional
areas of our work, we are also seeing discussion in other
dynamic areas such as e-commerce, investment
facilitation, support to small businesses and women’s
economic empowerment. All this is new.

In fact, the level of political support to our work has never
been higher. In December last year, at our Ministerial
Conference held in Buenos Aires, we had the presence
of four Latin American heads of state – including
President Temer – and five Presidential envoys from the
region. I have seen manifestations of support from across
the world. With the threat of unilateralism, everyone is
reminded of the importance of the system. So we will
keep working.

This brings me to my second point, which is about the
system that we need in this world in transformation.

The WTO is an organization that takes decisions by
consensus. We have 164 members and need agreement
between everyone to decide anything, including the
agenda of a meeting. And obtaining consensus between
many different countries with different levels of
development, different political and economic priorities
is not easy.

So we need more flexibility in the way we conduct our
conversations. We cannot rely on “one-size-fits-all”
measures. This flexibility may be in the way we work.
For example, by promoting open discussions where
interested members can participate.

Flexibility can also be related to the content of what is
being agreed, especially when all 164 members
participate. For example, by agreeing deals where
countries can determine the speed of implementation
and the type of technical assistance needed. The Trade
Facilitation Agreement is a case in point here.

Strength and flexibility – these are essential ingredients
for an effective trading system. And the WTO is an
invaluable resource here. The world needs it today more
than ever. This requires engagement and commitment
from us all, even when the problem seems to be
localised.

Thank you for listening. I wish you a very successful and
productive event.

Source: WTO Website
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Class I items are generally defined as those 20% of SKU
population, that constitute the top 80% of the activity
or transaction. Class I, items have, small variety of
products but very high throughput. Class II items make
up the next 15% of the activity and are generally
generated by 30% of the population. The last 5% activity
belongs to class III items, represented by the remaining
50% of the population.

Class I items are usually referred to as the “Vital few”
items and Class II and Class III items as “Trivial few”. As
discussed earlier, if activity is the lone factor, to
determine lane depth, then the design will be skewed
to accommodate the Class I items as they will represent
80% of the total activity in the warehouse. In this design
Fig. 1, the Class III items will become locked stock. Thus,
benefits achieved by this system in space utilisation will
be lost, due to reduced product accessibility. Moreover,
time and labour to gain access to Class III items will
increase, as they become buried, within the lanes.
Inversely, if population is used as a basis for designing
lane depth, then the layout resembling Fig., 2 will give
very good product accessibility, but will result in poor
space utilisation, due to a large number of lanes.

It is important that each class is independently looked
at, before determining and finalising lane depth. Class I
items are generally stored in deeper lanes, while items
belonging to Class II and III are stored in shallower lanes,
to increase product accessibility. It is only by analysing
each class of products separately, that one could
determine the optimum lane depth, resulting in
increased space utilisation and selectivity, with reduced
incidence of unwanted honeycombing. While analysing
each class of products it is important, not to overlook
defined parameters, namely stock height, load width,
load depth, aisle allowance, etc., if one has to provide
the best space utilisation, across different inventory
levels.

Apart from maximum space optimisation, a clean
surrounding and good hygiene is also of paramount
importance in a warehouse. In case the warehouse is
attached to a production site, it becomes necessary to
plan manufacturing, so as not to accumulate stocks for
a long time.  Food, Home and Personal care products
stored for a long time, has greater chances of becoming
contaminated with mould and fungus. This risk is all the
more, particularly when the stocks are stored for more
than a month especially during monsoon. Damage to
the outer packaging increases mould and fungal growth
and should be avoided.

SIDE / FRONTAL VIEW OF CARTONS STACKED IN A 
HONEYCOMB PATTERN  
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All godowns and warehouses are highly prone to fungal
and mould growth. It is therefore necessary that,
warehouses are well ventilated to maintain ambient
temperature and low humidity levels. To maintain a good
ventilation, it is preferable to have air vents at roof level,
rather than at the walls. Forced circulation of air, by use
of electrically driven system of fans is preferred.

Boxes containing Home and Personal Care Products
should be stored, at least 50 centimetre, away from the
walls and from adjacent stacks to ensure proper
ventilation. Stacking in a honeycombed pattern on
pallets with a minimum gap of 5 centimetre, between
each box, ensures good ventilation, and prevents
dampness arising through the warehouse flooring onto
the pack.
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AIR COLUMN 

FIFO operational philosophy must be adopted for
products stored for a longer time than normal. Regular
inspection and if necessary restacking, of the product
boxes is to be carried out, to rule out the possibility of
fungal or microbial growth. Not having pellets, the floor
may be covered with a polythene sheet to make it
impermeable to moisture from the warehouse flooring.

Godown flooring should be made of stone or cement
concrete, with the flooring at the entrance, a little higher
than the rooms. This will prevent water, to seep inside
the warehouse from outside, especially during monsoon.
Leaks in roofs or walls should be checked at regular
intervals and repairs carried out in case of any defects.

Warehouse should be cleaned regularly to destroy mould
spores using a sanitiser like hypochlorite. Pallets and
flooring should be cleaned after the product lot is
removed for despatch. Insecticides to control pests
should be used to protect the stored packs and to
prevent spread of mould spores in the warehouse.

Proper care should be taken to maintain low humidity
levels, as high humidity condition helps’ mould growth.
In cases where mould growth is foreseen, extra care is
to be taken to stack products, in a manner that ensures
through ventilation, so that air passage is not restricted
in any way.

To conclude, we can say that, basic warehousing
philosophy and block stocking arrangement can help
make the best use of the available space, preventing the
warehouse from, becoming an inefficient black hole for
stock keeping.
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B
ack-office function of procurement has emerged

as an important asset in effective lab

management.” “New procurement methods and

technologies may not deliver tomorrow’s innovative new

drugs, but they do ensure the researchers have a quick

access to the materials they need - Gregg Brandyberry”

The importance of procuring effectively and efficiently

for an R&D Lab has never been greater, till many of the

reputed pharmaceutical companies move to implement

a strategic and technologically enabled approach to

obtaining R&D supplies and managing materials.

Traditional Procurement and sourcing costs : In

research, the need for specific supplies/ reagents often

becomes apparent only when experiments evolve.

Researchers and their assistants search paper catalogs

and web sites, fill out indents, take approvals and

forward their requirement to Purchasing Manager.  For

the researcher who makes random purchases on urgently

needed reagents, the only choice often is left to complete

paperwork, pay extra for rush procurement and hope

for on-time delivery.

Whereas, for research procurement staff, the process

rarely ends there. There are phone calls to be made and

e-mails sent and suppliers to confirm contract pricing

and determine when orders will arrive and if they will

be on time, and calls back to researchers to confirm

possible substitutions.

On receipt of the supplies, if the supply was received as

per order, then the normal process to issue to the

researcher will happen from Stores Department.

If there any wrong supply (due to wrong ordering) was

received, there is an additional back tracking required

to understand why its happened. And also,to check with

the researchers whether the wrong supply reagent/

chemical, needed for any other project in pipeline.

Sometimes, the product was already in stock and not

checked properly or there was no time for researcher/

no proper reference to check, so on… Ultimately, wrong

supply results in a great loss to the organisation, also

dead inventory, etc!!

Enabling technologies like entering all the indents/

A BRIEF ON STRATEGIC PROCUREMENT IN

RELATION TO PHARMA R&D LABS

MS SUVARNA SUDAGONI, GDMM, MBA (MM), LL.M (INTL LAW),

PGDIPRS  LIFE & EC MEMBER - IIMM HYDERABAD BRANCH

ssuvarna08@gmail.com

orders/ receipts in electronic form would be of some

support but it was not the complete solution. Labs have

equipped researchers with internal purchasing tools that

are supported by structure-based electronic catalogs,

only thing is to find the efficiency and effectiveness that

can create with optimum cost and with minimal delays,

this will not happen as expected.

Not surprisingly, most of the lab managers find it difficult

to manage their labs’ manual systems, which can be

cumbersome and don’t address the fast paced nature

of the lab environment.  The most important is, these

manual systems do not provide for real-time monitoring

of where money is being spent and even what is being

purchased.

The fundamentals of strategic research procurement :

A strategic approach to research procurement—

empowering the researcher and Purchase Manager to

make the best possible sourcing decisions and also, value

the supplier relationships.

The strategic supplier relationships for sourcing requires

aggregation of buying power—suppliers offer more

favorable pricing, terms and conditions in exchange for

greater market share.  With research procurement staff

selecting goods and services from a variety of different

suppliers, catalogs, etc., even the purchase of identical

items is rarely done as a collaborative effort, in a group.

Without the data needed to keep volume discounts top

of mind or the ability to aggregate spending across the

lab, the opportunity to access the lab’s buying power is

also, lost.

The real-time vision into company wide spending, would

enable the professional buyers to negotiate better terms

and conditions with suppliers, based not on the

purchasing power of a single lab, but of the entire

organisation.

The rate contracts often result in a savings upto 15% on

the items that are commonly purchased.  For example,

previously, we had procured solvents and general

chemicals  independently lab-wise.  The group

requirement was pooled together and negotiated for the

annual quantities with vendors and released rate
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contracts on the competitive basis for lab-wise supplies.

This resulted in a huge saving of >20%.   This is one type

of strategic buying, which is available to most of the

Purchase Managers.

The other point, as discussed above, the researchers

should thoroughly check their requirement, provide

correct references like CAS No., etc and be realistic, then

the problem of wrong supplies could be curtailed and

avoidance of unnecessary expenditure.

One more aspect, which was observed in almost all the

different organisations, the lab inventory visibility was

not there. This is very much necessary.  There should be

a policy made and allow the inventory managers for stock

taking once a month as periodicity.  This is the very best

way and the researchers should professionally work with

the inventory managers and am very confident, this will

work wonders in cost savings.

The inventory managers can circulate the inventory list

(in a required format with all the information) to all the

researchers of all labs, so that they can draw the required

reagents from the stocks and start their projects

immediately.  This will also reduce the delays in start of

the processes apart from immediate spend.

A system support can be introduced - individual labs’s

stock can be seen by all labs online. Labs should declare

the stocks as floor stock (like done in many engineering

industries). Now user dept., can check before indenting

or ordering against open order system, if the same item

is available with any of the labs...If so...They can check

with concerned lab to let them borrow some qty needed

or if it is surplus transfer part or full quantity to the needy

lab. It is quite likely due to MOQ ordering would leave

the stock carried in a lab lying unused. This will reduce

overall inventory and speedup the lab work, thus

avoiding duplication of efforts. The inventory manager

need not circulate the inventory list , if stock can be

viewed online lab wise. Duplication of efforts avoided.

This was practised by my team and got good appreciation

from the Management.  So, It is possible!!  It is a

continuous effort and there is no stoppage anywhere.

There is a saying line in one of the Articles that

“Procurement, when done right, is simply accepted as

a matter of course” This is only a part of my experience

and there is lot more from manual to digitalisation and

how the dynamism, knowledge and experience co-

ordinated rightly.

Foot Note:

Source of Article – Self Experience and Google browsing.
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S
upply Chain is an integrated Management of all the
Linkages and value adding activities from the
supplier’s  suppliers to the customers ,consumers

,last mile delivery customers in such a way that totally
satisfies all the customers at the optimised cost and time
with the right & desired  quality of the product . In the
totality of supply chain, ABCD expresses the entire
activities involved in the journey as:-

A) Acquisition of land/tea estate, building ,warehouse,
factory,processing centre, production house etc.

B) Buying of capital equipment like plant and
machinery for processing plants,dryers, furnace,
spares, rotable s packaging materials etc.

C) Conversion of raw materials, i.e.from  green tea
leaves to the finished goods, product i.e tea in
packed boxes tea chests, bag in carton etc.

D) Distribution i.e catering the need through the
Distribution channel partners from warehouse ,
Zonal , Regional distribution centres to the end
customers through wholesalers, authorised
distributors. This chain is cross functional and very
much applicable in the tea processing industries.
Value adding activity at each stage of the chain takes
place. This is mainly dependant on the demand
generation From the market and product mixing in
the market in the form of M2M solution. Customer
demands for tea  of different varieties is generated
from the global and  indigenous market and finished
of tea in the form of  the product mixes in the market
to satisfy the customer.

So global and the indigenous customers’ demand
becomes the  main guiding force for collection of raw
material i.e. green tea leaves production plan, materials
plan, human resource plan ,distribution plan logistics
plan for product mixing in different categories and
varieties of tea in global or indigenous market and this
activity based management  is the total supply chain for
the tea industries which is transferred with cost/quality/
time effective solution. So the supply chain in the tea
industry is the total journey involving Supplier’s suppliers
at one end and end user at the other end .Any wrong
strategic decision related to resource allocation and
resource mobilisation may cause delinking a tea
producer from the  prospective and assured market.

So far the tea processing industry is concerned ,it is
basically a labour intensive industry and that too the
woman force is the key strength especially for collection
of raw materials that is green  tea leaves. In the world

ROLE OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT IN

TEA INDUSTRIES
D N CHAKRAVARTI

BE(MECH), GDMM, FIE, FW.MM, LM-ASCI, RETD.HOD(MM)

KO.PT PAST CHAIRMAN, PAST NATIONAL VP
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wide competition ,for global distribution chain our
country is taking the best competitive advantage by
competing with China, Sri Lanka, Kenya, Indonesia,
Vietnam. Steady  and sustainable growth of demand
persists and a strong result  oriented , cost and &time
effective supply chain is needed. If we go by the activity
wise flow,we will find the journey as per below.

Growing of tea plants—picking—withering——rolling—
——fermenting—drying—blending—packing

And further downstream logistics from in house system
to the LMDC  i.e. last mile delivery customer. In sum ,it
consists of three Stages of operation like

Production—Pruning, plucking, green leaf preparation

Processing —Drying, fermenting, rolling, withering

Distribution——Blending, packing, branding  ,transfer to
end  Customers through distribution channel partners.

Which is shown through a flow chart-

**Tea Estate (Sources of raw materials as green tea
leaves)

**Tea Processing Unit/Tea estate factory

Tea Estates Auctioneers Exporter’s /
authorised

Warehouse/ In transit/Cross trader’s
(warehouse Dock Processing units
processing units)

**    Domestic Buyer/Exporter’s Warehouse

Over sea’s Domestic Market

M/H & Logistics M/H and Logistics

Solution by 3P/L,4P/L solution by self or out

Solution provider sourcing

and the total journey in the totality of logistics and flow
of materials

**Raw material——processing unit——blending unit—
—WH—packing———-

Regional/Zonal/overseas DCs—WS—AD—OR/R—
Consumers**

Tea is one highly demanded beverage, strength of the
tea industry is huge for gaining total competitive
advantage with opportunity of capturing the huge
market share of global market ,still there are some
weaknesses also out of which land acquisition for tea
estate is one, besides ,this industry is highly labour
intensive ,the other  question may come up whether the
next generations and thereafter will also love this
industry to join and to serve us the highly demanded
beverage, the morning tea.

���
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Earth Day is the perfect time to think about the
planet will live on, as well as the damage our
actions have on it.

I
t’s been celebrated annually for almost 50 years, and
now Earth Day 2018 is almost upon us. Earth Day is
the perfect time to think about the planet will live on,

as well as the damage our actions have on it. Every year,
more than one billion people in 192 countries mark the
event by showing support for environmental
protection .

It’s a day of political action and civic participation, with
people marching, signing petitions, meeting with their
elected officials, planting trees, and cleaning up their
towns and roads. But what is Earth Day, and why do we
celebrate it?

Here, we provide a guide to the event, which takes place
on April 22 each year.

When is Earth Day?

Earth Day is celebrated on April 22 every year.
What is 2018’s theme?
This year the theme is End Plastic Pollution.

End Plastic Pollution campaign includes four major
components:

� Leading a grassroots movement to support the
adoption of a global framework to regulate plastic
pollution;

� Educating, mobilising and activating citizens across
the globe to demand that governments and
corporations control and clean up plastic pollution

� Educating people worldwide to take personal
responsibility for plastic pollution by choosing to
reject, reduce, reuse and recycle plastics, and

� Promoting local government regulatory and other
efforts to tackle plastic pollution.

What is Earth Day?

Earth Day aims to encourage people across the world to
be more environmentally friendly. This might mean
increasing the amount they recycle, volunteering for a
local green project or installing solar panels in their
home. The very first event for Earth Day, which was held
in America nearly five decades ago following a
devastating oil spill, is credited as the beginning of the
modern environmental movement.

Since its launch, Earth Day has been supported by an
array of famous faces, including Hollywood stars
Leonardo DiCaprio and Emma Watson. Now it is
coordinated globally by the non-profit Earth Day
Network, which describes it as “the largest secular
holiday in the world”. Each year, festivals, parades and
rallies are held in at least 192 countries to demonstrate
support for environmental protection. The day has its

WHAT IS EARTH DAY?  2018 THEME, DATE AND

IMPORTANCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EVENT

SHIVALI BEST

own flag, which was created by US peace activist John
McConnell and, perhaps unsurprisingly, features a
picture of the world on it.

It also has its own anthems – one of which is performed
to the tune of Beethoven’s Ode To Joy, but with lyrics
about protecting the planet.

What is the Paris Agreement?

In 2016, the Paris Agreement saw 196 countries agree
to cut their carbon emissions in an effort to keep the
increase of average global temperature to well below
2°C above pre-industrial levels. It took 20 years to put in
place and saw president Obama agree to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions across the USA’s economy by
26% over the next decade - leaving it at 28% in 2025
when compared to 2005 levels. However, last year,
Donald Trump announced that the US would cease all
participation in the Paris Agreement.

Trump claims that the plan to cut greenhouses gases will
impact on US jobs and leave the country at the mercy of
oil imports from the Middle East. However, in accordance
with Article 28 of the Paris Agreement, the US cannot
withdraw is November 2020 - four years after the
Agreement came into affect.

Where is Earth Day celebrated?

All across the Earth, of course!

The first Earth Day was held on April 22, 1970, in America.

It was founded by former US senator Gaylord Nelson
after he saw the enormous 1969 oil spill in Santa Barbara,
California.

To mark the landmark occasion, a staggering 20 million
people took part in rallies

Young Indian girls pose with their painted faces during
a ‘Save Earth’ awareness programme on the eve of
World Earth Day (Image: Getty)

In 1990, the event went global, with 200 million people
in 141 countries celebrating it, according to the Earth
Day Network. More than two decades on, at least 192
countries mark Earth Day every year, including Britain,
Canada, Ukraine, Spain, and the Philippines. Some
communities even celebrate Earth Week – an entire
seven days of activities and rallies focused on the world’s
environmental problems.

How should I celebrate?
Here are six ways to mark Earth Day:
Grow your own food (or buy locally-grown produce)
Go paperless
Plant a tree
Stop drinking bottled water
Start carpooling (or take up cycling)
Invest in a solar-powered phone charger
Source : www.mirror.co.uk
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A
bstract: Under the paradigm shift of Smart SCM

4.0, it is needed a strategic holistic vision to see
the new growing forest, through the old trees.With

the confluence of social and business trends of Industry

4.0., and the emerging technologies, the value chain
willbecome fully digital and globally integrated; from
suppliers, factories to customers.

Digitalization has started by theintegration of
information flows and the incremental digitalization of

products and services supported by Internet of Things.
Next will be the implementation of intelligent processes,
fostered by Artificial Intelligence.

The global supply chain management will play a key role

in the new paradigm looking holistically beyond the
existingsilos and functions. The decentralized and
intelligent supply chain optimization will involve both

hyper-communicationand big data to achieve the
highest agility.

Every single object in the value chain may have its own
IP address communicating with others; like products,

parts,materials… but also containers, trucks,
manufacturing devices, plus new human-machine
interfaces and digital-tophysicaltransfers.

Everything may become an individual part of the Smart
Supply Chain supported by IoT and AI, where

products,services and information converge. Companies
need to change the way they plan, source, make, deliver
and servicehaving the customer in the gravitational

center of a digital business ecosystem.

The present paper provides a brief overview of
opportunities and challenges encountered by the
emerging digital innovative supply chain 4.0 practice in

India’seconomy. It is heartening to note that India is
called the ‘services hub’ of the world.

The present paper provides a brief overview of
opportunities and challenges encountered by the

emerging Innovative Supply Chain Practicein India’s
economy. It is heartening to note that India is called the
‘services hub’ of the world.

Key Words : (Industry, Digital, Smart, Ecosystem,

Global )

I.Introduction :SCM 4.0 – Understanding and meaning
for the Supply Chain ManagementToday the main focus
is on the smart factory but what is the meaning for the
supplychain management?

The internet of things leads to a high transparency
regarding the status of the supply chain and itsnodes.The
amount of information increases rapidly withthe
automatic acquisition of data/events.Standardized event
information in high quality canbe distributed within the
supply chain with methodsof the internet of things.But:
transparency is not enough, the rightconclusions have
to be drawn at the right points.

II. What Is Smart SCM 4.0 ?

Smartis the new age- the age where everyone and
everything will be increasingly connected to the internet
giving rise to lots of internet savvy, “give it to me now”
mentality people. These people will be connected to each
other (Social) and be constantly on the go (Mobile).
There will be a tremendous amount of data generated
which will be even more difficult to slice and dice
(Analytics). We need to Re-imagine everything- the
rules, the restrictions, the impossible and view it in a
new Technology framework

III. Why SMART and Why Supply Chain? Why the two
together?

The world is becoming increasingly connected. By 2020,
an estimate 4 billion people are going to be connected
to the internet. These people are going to be truly global-
developed, developing and also surprisingly under-
developed nations will have a burst of people who will
be connected, social and mobile. With so many people
coming online, the demand for goods and services in a
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E-WAY BILL RULES UNDER GST

What is E-way bill?

E-way bill is a document used for the movement of goods

whether inter- state or intra-state, whether such

movement is in nature of supply or not. The e-way bill

will have unique EBN (e-way bill number) which shall be

available to the supplier, recipient and the transporter

upon its generated.

2. Details to be furnished by registered person for e-

way bill generation?

Before the commencement of movement of goods of

consignment value exceeding the amount of Rs 50,000

(optional if value below this amount), every registered

supplier (or the registered recipient if the supplier is

unregistered) has to e-file the details of goods of such

goods in the PART A of the FORM GST INS-01. Such

movement may be:

� In relation to supply (like goods delivery to customer,

goods sent as samples, replacement under free

warranty etc.)

� For reasons other than supply (like personal & non-

business consumption, Job Work etc.)

� Due to inward supply of goods received from

unregistered person. (Reverse charge due to

purchase from unregistered person.)

Note: The details of goods required in PART A maybe auto-

populated on basis of tax invoice uploaded by such

registered person in FORM GST INV-1 on the common

portal.

3. Who has to generate e-way bill?

a. Generation by registered person (as consigner) or

recipient of goods (as consignee):

Where goods are transported by registered person

(as consigner) or are transported by recipient (as

consignee) using own or hired vehicles, e-way bill is

to be generated in FORM GST INS-01 electronically

after furnishing information in PART B of the form

by such person transporting goods (either the

registered supplier or the recipient).

b. Generation by transporter of goods:

If e-way bill is not generated as per (a) and the goods

are handed over to the transporter, then such

transporter shall generate e-way bill on the basis of

information furnished by registered person (supplier

or recipient) in PART A of FORM GST INS-01. However,

the registered person has to furnish information

relating to transported in PART B of the same form

before the e-way bill is generated by the transporter.

Transporter has specific responsibility to generate

e-way bill by transporter if:

� A new e-way bill in FORM GST INS-01 is required to

be generated by transporter if he transfers goods

from one conveyance to other.

� In case of multiple consignments in a single

conveyance, a consolidated e-way in FORM GST INS-

02 is required to be generated by the transporter to

be carried along with the individual consignment e-

way bills.

c. Special case where of option to generation of e-

way bill by anyone:

In case both the supplier & recipient are unregistered

and the movement of goods is using either own/

hired vehicle or through a transporter, then the

supplier or recipient or transporter at their own

option shall generate e-way bill in FORM GST INS-

01. Hence it can be seen that e-way bill is required

in every possible situation and registration in GST is

not required for the purpose of generation of e-way

bill

4. Acceptance or Deemed Acceptance of e-way bill by

the recipient of goods:

The details of e-way bill shall be communicated to

recipient for his acceptance or rejection. In case the

same is not accepted/rejected within 72 hours, the

same shall be deemed accepted.

5. Validity period of a e-way bill/ Consolidated-way

bill: (Period of validity is to be counted from the time

of generation)

S.No. Distance Validity Period

1. Less than 100 km One Day

2. 100 km or more but less

than 300 km 3 Days

3. 300 km or more but less

than 500 km 5 days

4. 500 km or more but less

than 1000 km 10 days
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5. 1000 km or more 15 days

6. Time Limit to cancel the e-way bill:

It may be cancelled within 24 hours of generation or

before it has be verified in transit whichever is earlier.

Instances requiring cancellation are:

� Goods are not being transported

� Goods are not transported as per details in e-way

bill

� Delay in commencement of transportation such that

the validity of e-way bill will expire during the transit

before reaching the destination.

7. Responsibility of person-in-charge of conveyance

carrying goods:

The person in charge of a conveyance shall carry -

(a) The invoice or bill of supply or delivery challan, as

the case may be; and

(b) A copy of the e-way bill or the e-way bill number,

either physically or mapped to a Radio Frequency

Identification Device (RFID) embedded on to the

conveyance in such manner as may be notified by

the Commissioner.

8. Verification:

a. Verification of e-way bill: The Commissioner or an

officer empowered by him in this behalf may

authorise the proper officer to intercept any

conveyance to verify the e-way bill or the e-way bill

number in physical form for all inter-State and intra-

State movement of goods. Verification ca be done

using RFID readers if e-way bills are mapped to RFID

embedded to the conveyances as notified by the

Commissioner

b. Verification of Conveyance: Physical verification of

a conveyance can also be carried out by any officer

after obtaining necessary approval of the

Commissioner on receipt of specific information of

evasion of tax.

9. Inspection Report: Report by the proper officer

about inspection within 24 hours & a final report

within 3 days in PART A & PART B respectively of

FORM GST INS-03. There shall be no repeat

inspection in same state unless there is specific tax

evasion information.

10. Facility for uploading information regarding

detention of vehicle:

Where a vehicle has been intercepted and detained

for a period exceeding thirty minutes, the transporter

may upload the said information in FORM GST

INS- 04.

Summary of FORMS mentioned in e-way bill rules:

Form Details of the form Who's responsibility

Form  GST PART A: Details of goods To be furnished by registered person

INS-01 if registered, else the  registered recipient)

PART B:  Details of transporter To be  furnished by registered person (supplier if

registered, else the  registered recipient)

Generation of the Form To be generated by  registered person if using

own/hired conveyance, otherwise by transporter

Form GST Consolidated e-way bill To be generated by the transporter in case of

INS-02 multiple consignments in single conveyance

Form GST Inspection Report To be furnished in PART A & B by proper

INS-03 officer

Form GST Information regarding To be furnished by the transporter

INS-04 detention of vehicle

Source : CBEC WEBSITE
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O
ne of the most unique aspects of blockchain is

its high number of evangelists – people who

believe blockchain can solve everything from

global financial inequality, to the provision of ID for

refugees, to enabling people to sell their houses

without an estate agent. The enthusiasm to (over)

promote the technology is also damaging its long-term

prospects.

This level of evangelism is both unwarranted and

damaging to the overall development work required

to reap the benefits of distributed ledger technologies

(DLT), of which blockchain is the best-known example.

Truly innovative deployments of blockchain require a

match between blockchain’s specific benefits and use

cases that enable realization of these benefits,

followed by dedicated hard work to get it right and

embed in organizations and industries. It is not meant

to be a workaround.

Based on our analysis of how blockchain is used in a

variety of projects around the world and following

interviews with selected chief executive officers, we

found there are 11 questions, at most, that businesses

need to answer to see if blockchain is a solution to

some of their problems.

Example 1: Special effects companies - big files,

bigger costs

Let’s look at the example of a special effects company

and their software that is used by millions of game

developers and industrial designers. One of the main

challenges these kinds of companies face is providing

large-scale graphics processing units to render

customer projects – these games require a lot of

processing capacity and this can be an expensive

process.

Blockchain technology could enable this company to

tap into undiscovered possibilities to solve its business

problem: completing more projects for less money.

The special effects company needs to access as much

processing power as possible from a variety of

processing units for the cheapest amount of money

possible. Since most devices have consumer-grade

processors already installed, everyone with a device

could contribute their processing power for a fee. In

short, when you don’t need the processing power, you

can sell this down time to this special effects company

that needs some extra processing power for their new

game, and get paid for it (or receive a token on the

blockchain).

The below flowchart has 11 questions that can help

decide whether or not this special effects company

needs to use blockchain:

Image: Creative Commons/World Economic Forum

Start with A - Are you trying to remove

intermediaries or brokers?

The company doesn’t need a middle man to help them

get this extra processing power (this is the move from

A to B on the toolkit graph). Their assets are digital

and there are no other companies managing the

assets (move from B to C to D). Since the transactions

can take place overnight, they can move from D to E.

Once a job is complete, the software company doesn’t

THESE 11 QUESTIONS WILL HELP YOU DECIDE IF

BLOCKCHAIN IS RIGHT FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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have to store that data, so that gets them to F.

Everyone can participate. Move from F to G.

The company has to prove that they paid you for this

time, but they don’t have to know specifically who

wrote the contract, so they can move from G to H to

I. For the last steps, network needs to be able to

control the functionality (for upgrades for example)

and be public. This analysis shows that the application

should select a public, permission-free ledger. This

solution applies blockchain to allow distributed

graphic processing units to be shared across the globe,

reducing costs, and reducing waste from underutilized

units.

Example 2: Preventing multiple medical insurance

claims

If we take a different case study and examine the role

blockchain plays within the medical insurance

industry, we would see a different result. This industry

wants to prevent multiple claims across different

suppliers. They want to remove intermediaries that

usually manage part of the relationship for insurers

(move from A to B). The data is digital and the insurers

want to have control over the patient data and store

the transactions, not the private data within the claims

(move straight from B to E). However, the solution

encounters challenges when considered from the

perspective of needing trusted sources and

Commodities Days’s Index Prev. Index Week Ago Month Ago

 Index 2632.5 2634.9 2616.8 2571.6

Bullion 4824.2 4858.6 4796.2 4709.5

Cement 1914.7 1914.7 1838.1 1814.6

Chemicals 2790.6 2790.6 2727.5 2643.4

Edible Oil 1619.0 1616.8 1612.2 1608.4

Foodgrains 2241.4 2245.8 2247.9 2240.2

Fuel 2675.7 2670.5 2648.6 2572.5

Indl Metals 2059.5 2059.5 2033.9 1961.5

Other Agricom 2013.3 2001.5 2073.2 2105.5

Plastics 1687.1 1687.1 1687.1 1692.2

Source: ETIG Database dated 24th April 2018

COMMODITY INDEX

compliance. The medical industry is heavily regulated

and requires insurance providers to provide detailed

oversight of their activities, in particular with respect

to the management of end-user data. The solution,

therefore, fails at this point. DLT is not the best choice

for the concept outlined.

This Q&A tool is intended to enable rapid initial

analysis of whether blockchain is the right solution to

a business problem. It is based on real-world

experience of blockchain in a variety of projects across

a variety of industries analysed by Imperial College

London.

The framework has been reviewed and further

developed by members of the 2017 World Economic

Forum’s Global Future Council on Blockchain and has

been trialled through a variety of means, including

with global chief executive officers (CEOs) at the World

Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2018 in Davos,

Switzerland.

The hope is to bust the blockchain hype and encourage

a practice approach by shifting focus to the business

problem and away from a particular technological

solution.

Source: World Economic Forum
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I
n last 13 years, I have been conducting stocktaking
every year. When I started as a graduate I was not really
aware of the purpose of stocktaking or importance of

stocking. I was more interested in weekend work extra
overtime being paid!

Now over the years, I have learned lot more advantages
of stocking, rather than just financial.

Purpose of Stocktaking or What is Stocktaking?

In general, the keyword when understanding and
implementing Stocktaking or Inventory Checking is the
word Counting.

That is essentially the long and short of it!

Simply put, it is the process of physically counting the
actual stock you have on your site(s). Apart from your
business address, sites can also include any storage or
warehouse facility you may own or are renting.

So, do you really need a blog to tell you that counting
the stock is good even though technically you would
already know your stock levels when you order you
items/materials/parts as you have specified the
quantities ordered and received?

Well no, but I think you have gathered by now, that it’s a
little more than that!

Stocktaking is the process of counting the actual physical
stock and checking the numbers against the numbers
you have on your books.

There are many reasons ranging from damage of
products in storage (leakages/damage in transit) to items
returned in unsatisfactory condition for resale and theft
of stock that the numbers in your records may not
necessarily correlate to current actual stock you have
on your premises.

Although the process of stocktaking will cause a little
disruption in the running of the business during the
day(s) you conduct it, I believe, it is a minimal sacrifice
due to the many advantages it provides.

A stocktake will identify any issues that arise in a loss of
stock as well as offer data to conduct your own regular
product performance analysis so as to maximise gross
profit margins.

In this blog I will talk about what I believe to be the
advantages of carrying out regular stocktake or
importance of stocktaking. Please refer to my The

IMPORTANCE OF STOCKTAKING – 7 PROVEN ADVANTAGES WHICH

DEFINES THE PURPOSE OF STOCKTAKING FOR YOUR BUSINESS

DR. MUDDASSIR AHMED, PH.D

MEA PLANNING MANAGER AT BRIDGESTONE EUROPE,

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

Ultimate Guide to Creating Your Very Own
CustomisedStocktake Procedure for your step-by-step
guide to developing your very own Stocktaking
Procedure for your business.

So, without further ado, here are what I believe are
my 7 advantages which explain the Importance of
Stocking:

1.      Increases Profit whilst Reducing loss and waste

Yes, you really can increase profit margin by getting a
realistic view of what you have, what is selling and if
things are going wrong to capture them at the earliest
opportunity.

Stocktake is the physical counting of all stock and
matching it against the stock numbers you have recorded
in your books/software.

2.      Providing Accurate Stock Records of which
products are performing well and which are not

The accuracy and regular process of stock-take will help
with making an informed, data-backed decision to invest
in the right products, as it will show you which products
are selling and which are not and therefore what to invest
in.

You will also be able to see if there is a dead stock that
you should think about possible flash sales to shift the
stock. Although it will obviously mean that you will be
selling at a lower profit margin, it is much better to settle
for that than letting the stock sit there taking up valuable
warehouse/storage space and reduce inventory.

During my days as SCM manager, I used to put all dead
and slow-moving inventory in one area of the warehouse
to show how much value space dead or slow-moving
inventory is occupying. One of the key purpose of
stocktaking is to physically go and see the dust of the
dead and slow-moving inventory, again emphasising
better inventory reduction strategies.

3.      Getting your Assets Right on the balance sheet.

Inventory is the balance sheet entry as an asset, hence,
very important for our accounting and finance friends.
This number has to be as accurate as possible, which
alone emphasise the importance of stocktaking.

The data you will be collecting and updating as a key
purpose of stocktaking has a direct financial impact has
‘asset gain’ or ‘asset loss’ (also known as shrinkage). This
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is the reason why the accuracy of inventory value is
subject to all internal and external financial audits, you
like it or not!

4.     Monitor Real-Time Stock Levels – Identify
Shrinkages, Damage, and Theft

The data of the Stocktake will clearly be the most up-to-
date check and cross-reference data of what you have
to what you should have and what you actually have.

Unfortunately, theft and damage can occur– the
stocktake will uncover these as discrepancies and allow
you to be proactive and responsive to this unfortunate
reality in a timely manner, again showing the importance
of stocktaking for a business.

Theft

A regular stocktake can be a positive deterrent to staff
theft as the knowledge of these regular checks.

If the investigation into discrepancies shows there’s a
shoplifting issue that is not a ‘one-off’ occurrence, a
review of current store security will be necessary. You
may have to invest in more robust measures such as
better quality tagging and closed-circuit cameras to allow
for better capture and prosecution of offenders thus
sending out a message to other would-be shoplifters of
the consequences of the high chance of getting caught.

Stock Damage

In terms of stock damage, the stocktake will highlight
where and why stock damage is taking place.

For example, if there is a leak in the storage facility/
warehouse, you will be able to have this found and fixed
at its earliest opportunity so as to prevent further items
from the same damage.

If a stocktake did not take place, you will naturally
assume all your stock is in saleable condition, so when
you go to retrieve an item for sale or have a customer
request it, you discover at the last moment that you
cannot sell it and have to turn the customer away.

If you are a specialist business, you may retain your
customer and they will wait and return at a later date.
However, this is a rare occurrence, chances are you will
lose that custom as the customer will most likely go
elsewhere.

By conducting a regular stocktake, a damaged stock
would have come to light sooner with steps taken to:

· Identify and put into place preventative steps for
future preservation of stock

· Order replacement stock in good time to prevent
loss of custom

This advantage alone is enough to fulfill the purpose of
stocktaking for any small or large organisation.

5.      Monitor Seasonal Stock and stock with Expiry
Dates in a timely manner

Time is essential when it comes to seasonal and stock
with expiry dates, simply because they are time
restricted.

So, you must monitor this type of stock and ensure as
much of it is sold before you are forced to sell it at a
reduced price.

If you do not maintain an importance of stocktaking, you
will not know what you have and this will lead to a loss
of gross profit not only in the direct sales as expired or
obsolete stock may need to be thrown away but also in
the cost of warehouse / storage if you are unaware and
so this stock is taking up the space you could release for
new stock.

6.       Review Pricing Strategies keep Up to Date with
your current Purchase Prices

You can monitor through carrying out a stocktake your
purchase prices at the time of stocking against the latest
purchase prices as you will be able to monitor and track
changes in the market and how it will impact your
margins.

It may be that there are certain times in the years when
the purchase prices rises and so will be able to make a
calculated decision based on your sales report generated
from the stocktake if it would be worth making an earlier
investment than originally planned. It will also give you
an idea if you should be looking at the pricing of your
products.

7.       Catch up on 5S of the Factory and Warehouse

I mostly plan stocktake during weekends. Considering
importance of stocking, it was fixed a year ago! Andwe
have only 48 hours to get the whole thing done! This is
only possible by maintaining high standards of 5s in the
factory and in the warehouse. Therefore, as one of the
preparatory actio,ns I used to direct troops to spend
some extra hours and get factory and warehouse 5s
scores high!

For me this was one of the key purpose of stocking and
substantiate the importance of stocktaking, is to get
organised from asset value and physical outlook of
goods.

Conclusion : So, there you go, I truly believe that you
are doing stocktake at least every year, but now you have
more than n just financial reason to emphasis the
importance of stocking. You should think the purpose
of stocking as one of the key pillars for Inventory
Management System that will hopefully grow as your
business grows.

I would love to hear what else you may feel are
advantages of carrying out a stocktake that have not
been covered here.

Source : www.muddassirism.com
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Cold chain industry has evolved over the years and has
played an indispensable role in helping other industries
thrive, ultimately boosting the Indian economy. 

I
ndian Cold Chain industry is expected to grow at a CAGR
of 28 per cent over the next 4 years and reach a market
size of USD 13 billion in 2017 – 2018, through increased

investments, modernisation of existing facilities, and
establishment of new ventures via private and government
partnerships. The Indian cold chain market is highly
fragmented with more than 3,500 companies in the whole
value system, with organised players contributing 8–10 per
cent of the cold chain industry market. However, the market
is gradually getting organised and focus towards multi-
purpose cold storages is rising.

In simple terms, a cold chain or cool chain is a temperature-
controlled supply chain. An unbroken cold chain is an
uninterrupted series of refrigerated production, storage and
distribution activities, along with associated equipment and
logistics, which maintain the desired low-temperature
range. It is used to preserve and to extend and ensure
the shelf life of products, such as fresh
agricultural produce, seafood, frozen food, photographic
film, chemicals, and pharmaceutical drugs. The major
driving force behind the growth of cold chain facilities in
India will be the growth of the end-user industries. Cold
chain has a host of industries as users and tangible growth
in these industries will necessitate the development of the
cold chain industries in India.

Importance of cold chain in user Industries:

Quick Service Restaurants: A fast-paced lifestyle, changing
eating habits, the higher purchasing power of consumers
are not only fuelling expansion and growth of quick service
restaurants (QSRs) across India but also of the cold chain
logistics industry, which helps food reach fast and fresh.
The market for chain restaurants including cafes and QSR
is expected to grow at 20 per cent a year to reach ¹ 51,000
crore ($8bn) by 2021.

The budding incidence of eating out and the growth of the
QSR Industry requires a larger amount of perishable food
products to be transported from point of origin to outlets.
Cold Chain provides a solution to bridging this gap. Cold
Chain also provides refrigerated storage to prevent the fresh
produce from getting spoilt. Cold Chain plays a key role in
supplying food quick and fresh, enabling QSR Industry to
meet the growing demand.

The biggest challenge faced by any QSR in the Indian
market, be it a domestic or an international player is to
maintain consistency of the product and quality of service
across various outlets. The QSR focuses on providing
standardisation in both product and experience. Cold Chain
is crucial to ensure that the quality and taste of the product
remains intact across various outlets.

Pharmaceutical industry : Indian pharmaceutical
industry has the current market size of $27.57 billion and
is expected to reach a mark of $55 billion by 2020. In the

COLD CHAIN AND ITS CRITICALITY TO

USER INDUSTRIES

VISHAL LATHER, VICE PRESIDENT - OPERATIONS,

SNOWMAN LOGISTICS LIMITED

next three years, India is projected to be among the top
three pharmaceutical markets in terms of growth rate and
the sixth largest market globally in absolute size. The
growing pharmaceutical industry in India has led to the
presence of sound cold chain services for pharmaceutical
industry. Indian Pharmaceutical industry is an avid user of
cold chain services. Cold chain is of utmost importance
while transporting time constrained pharmacy products to
various parts of the country. 

A large number of countries all over world import various
pharmaceutical products from India. The process of
shipping requires vigilant considerations like type of
shipping container, humidity control equipment and the
type of environmental conditions that the drugs are
expected to maintain. For these reasons, establishing a
strong cold chain has become a critical part of the industry. 

Processed Food Industry : The Indian food processing
industry accounts for 32 per cent of the country’s total food
market, one of the largest industries in India and is ranked
fifth in terms of production, consumption, export and
expected growth. It has become one of the largest
industries in India due to changing lifestyles, working
women, and nuclear families. Today, people prefer
processed and frozen food in order to save time, resulting
in the boom of the frozen food market. For any processed
food to reach the final consumer, an effective cold chain
system is imperative.

Organised Retail Sector : The Indian retail industry has
emerged as one of the most dynamic and fast-paced
industries, due to the entry of Indian as well as foreign
players. It accounts for over 10 per cent of the country’s
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and around 8 per cent of
the employment. India is the world’s fifth-largest global
destination in the retail space.

The growth of organised retail sector will flow down to cold
chain sector as well. Food retailing in India is often termed
as the backbone of Indian retail Industry, due to the
changing consumer preference and rising urbanisation in
the country. Food and grocery items account for one of the
most predominant categories in the organised retail sector
and require an effective cold chain logistics.

Way Forward : The cold chain industry is indeed an
emerging and fast-growing business sector in India.
Considering the current issues of food shortage and food
security in India, cold chain industry will play a critical role
in the country. The country’s cold storage and transport
facilities, if capitalised on efficiently, will help address the
existing problems. Various initiatives of the Government
of India and other agencies is enabling the industry to adopt
better and more efficient technologies to ensure year-round
availability of perishable food products at reasonable prices
to the consumers, and also equitable distribution to other
parts of the country.

Source: www.transreporter.com
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The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion
(DIPP) defines a startup as an entity established

• Not prior to seven years, however for Biotechnology
Startups not prior to ten years

• With annual turnover not exceeding INR 25 crore in
any preceding financial years

• Working towards innovation, development or
improvement of products or processes or services,
or if it is a scalable business model with a high
potential of employment generation or wealth
creation

• Provided that such entity is not formed by splitting
up, or reconstruction, of a business already in
existence.

• Provided also that an entity shall cease to be a
Startup if its turnover for the previous financial years
has exceeded INR 25 crore or it has completed 7
years and for biotechnology startups 10 years from
the date of incorporation/ registration.

• Provided further that a Startup shall be eligible for
tax benefits only after it has obtained certification
from the Inter-Ministerial Board, setup for such
purpose.

Broadly, a startup is entrepreneurial business seeking
to disrupt existing markets or create new ones by a set
of founders, cofounders and a passionate team
attempting to develop a product or service and will have
a lifecycle as follows:

In general parlance there are 2 categories of startups,
both of which both currently exist in the Indian startup
ecosystem.

A Unicorn startup is one that has been valued at more
than USD 1 Bn by investors. In the era of startups, India
has some Unicorns like Flipkart, Ola, Big Basket, Paytm
etc. A general guidelines is that unicorn startup is more
of a valuation game without a large focus on making
money.

CURRENT SCENARIO OF STARTUPS IN INDIA

A Cockroach startup on the other hand will scale up
slowly with sound fundamentals and strong business
models. In other words, startups that can survive
anything and works within boundaries of uniqueness,
sharp eye on team strength besides financial viability
are called the cockroach startups.

Segments of Activity in the Food Processing StartUps
Domain in India : The broad gamut of functional areas /
activity of StartUps in the food processing domain can
be classified into the following eight heads:

The consumption of processed food in India is on an
upswing and the demand for healthy, safe, hygienic and
convenience driven food is slated to increase at an even
more significant pace in the future. StartUps are now
offering healthy, value added, value for money, safe and
hygienic products. A large number of companies are
coming up with offerings in healthy snacking category
including roasted makhanas in numerous flavours, dry
fruits / nuts with a twist, vacuum fried vegetable based
snacks (palak, okra, kale snacks), freeze dried fruits,
smoothies, juices, certified organic ingredients based
snacks, indigenous ingredient based products, millet
based cookies/snacks and traditional Indian flavours
based candies. Many of these companies have come up
with interesting brands and positioning strategies and
are trying to revive the old traditions of India in a new
format, packaging and taste that the younger generation
appreciates.

Another interesting category of StartUps is in the space
of food ingredients and DIY (Do It Yourself) food kits,
providing boiled and vacuum packed pulses, batters/
pastes, sauces, mixes, functional foods focusing on
specific dietary requirements, fusion foods and baby
food.

Packaging : Packaging is a key element of delivering value
to the consumer. Capitalizing on this opportunity,
numerous innovations have been coming up in areas
including spray based formulations, unique dispensing
models, shelf life enhancing materials, convenient
handling, and attractive visibility offerings for products,
biodegradable packaging and edible packaging. There
are also numerous new age packaging solutions being
created by StartUps that offer economic handling,
convenient logistics and low supply chain cost to food
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players. Retention of nutrition through new age
packaging technologies has also caught the fancies of
many StartUps in the space.

Food Processing Technologies : There has been a
proliferation of StartUps adopting age old technologies
in a new commercialized format in segments like
dehydrated snacks, as well as the development of newer
technologies for catering to the aspirations of consumers
for newer varieties and tastes of food. Converting Waste
to Wealth is another big area of handling organic remains
of a lot of agri based raw material that goes into food
and pharma applications. Automation based
technologies that enable more efficient handling of the
food processing chain has also seen a lot of action in the
StartUps space in India. National level institutes of
eminence like NIFTEM have been doing a lot of path
breaking work in this direction, focusing specially on
commercializing and standardizing scalable processing
technology solutions for traditional Indian food.

Supply Chain Solutions : The Indian post harvest Food
supply chain system is plagued by numerous
infrastructural, procedural and institutional
inefficiencies.  Many StartUps are getting into
aggregation models on both the demand as well as
supply sides in B2C as well as B2B segments. Ecommerce
has given a further impetus to leverage the best of new
age technological solutions to enable value chain actors
across farmers, FPOs, consumers, distributors, retailers
and supply chain service providers in offering a better
value proposition to their respective suppliers and
customers. Cloud-based supply chain management and
logistic services are transforming the way companies
(both large and small) are able to streamline their
operations. StartUps aggregating produce from farmers
and delivering to the doorstep of businesses/consumers
is the harbinger of a great socio economic revolution for
India’s rural economy. This helps in farmers getting better
prices, discovering prices more efficiently, generating
consistent demand and receiving payments efficiently.
It is also helping grocery stores, restaurants and modern
retailers to source fresh fruits and vegetables at
competitive prices directly from farmers. Traceability is
another asset of the food supply chain, especially in the
perishables domain, where the ultimate offering to the
consumer is being strengthened through a more trusted
supply chain. Coupled with strong technology, data
analytics, black chain, state of the art warehouses and
integrated logistics network, the building blocks of a
world class food supply chain are being developed by
Indian StartUps. Such models aim at increasing speed,
lowering cost and enhancing profitability for the
stakeholders.

Equipment : Multiple StartUps are working on
indigenizing processing equipment which otherwise is
normally imported at a significantly higher cost from
global suppliers. This is a great nation building initiative
which dovetails well with the Make in India Program of
the Government of India. Focus on reliability, quality and
scalability is prime in this segment and there are many
able technocrats from the best of global and India

technology institutes who are working on multiple
offerings in this segment. Indian traditional food which
is increasingly gaining prominence in the mainstream
organized food services space has seen a lot of action in
the recent past

Storage & Logistics : As per a study conducted by CIPHET,
Indian agri produce witnesses a loss of 5.2-18% leading
to a value of over INR 92,000 Crores. This is huge wastage
that can be curbed through efficient storage and logistics
solutions. Moreover, the existing storage solution that
are currently built for perishables (specifically F&V) fail
to meet the temperature requirements for different
products and are mostly focusses on a single commodity-
Potato.

The StartUp fraternity has identified this as a lucrative
opportunity and has invested in storage and logistics
solutions. Companies have designed portable modules
with independent and flexible temperature control
systems. Such modules are robust and can be
transported from the farmers to the retailers without
the need for reefer trucks. Similarly robust supply chain
technology and innovations are being developed in
storage facility, packaging and shipping in the Tea
industry. Phase change material base storage solutions,
solar energy based perishables handling systems and
sustainable energy powered storage systems are being
developed increasingly for micro farm level post-harvest
handling of produce.

Food Safety : Food safety is a growing concern for the
Indian Consumer. Awareness amongst the masses on safe
and hygienic food has led to an increased demand for
safe food products as well as products that can
preemptively help consumers as well as food companies.
There have been some very interesting beginnings on
this front with Startups coming up with DIY food testing
kits for retail consumers, food testing apparatus for the
business houses as well as traceability solutions for the
food value chain. Digital technologies are being
increasingly deployed in food testing equipment that can
test product quality through fast, system driven and error
free protocols, which makes food supply chains less
prone to manual mishandling and also help develop the
trust of customers globally and domestically.

Food Distribution : E-commerce platforms are
burgeoning in the StartUp space. Consumers are
increasingly preferring local service providers who can
cater to the customized needs of food delivery and who
can respond to quick turnaround of orders. Many food
delivery StartUps have sprung up in larger cities of India
and have been offering services in dairy, fruits &
vegetables and meat segments in particular in the fresh
space. Similarly retail through the e commerce route
many traditional brick and mortar retailers have been
availing the services of these tech based distributors.
Remote monitoring of last mile service delivery has also
become increasingly convenient for larger companies
through this route.

Source : FICCI-START-UPS Transforming India’s Food
Processing Economy.
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C
ompanies with an e-commerce strategy often sell
a wider variety of products than brick-and-mortar
companies. To reap the benefits of that product

mix, however, they may need to adapt their supply chain
strategy to accommodate the needs of every product
they sell.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, e-commerce sales
for the second quarter of 2017 reached $111.5 billion,
an increase of 4.8 percent from the first quarter, and
more than 16 percent from the same quarter in 2016.
With growth like that, it makes sense to make an extra
effort to ensure that every product is available to meet
demand. Here are the five most important elements to
consider when creating an item-specific supply chain
strategy.

1. Product Life Cycle : Determine where the product
is in its life cycle, and how long the life cycle is likely
to extend. If the item is on the ascending side of the

demand curve, you may want to invest in inventory
to enable quick deliveries. As the item peaks, rein
in inventory to avoid being stuck with unsellable

stock.

2. Demand Volatility : Consider the product’s ultimate
market. Consumers are notoriously fickle, so you will
want to minimize the amount of inventory on hand

for consumer-focused items. Depending on the lead
time, you may want to consider frequent deliveries
in small quantities, and stay in close touch with

suppliers so you can replenish stocks quickly when
needed—without forcing either company to take an
inventory hit.

Business machinery and equipment may have longer

shelf life because new product introductions are
slower and product life cycles are longer. Technology
products have extremely short life cycles and sharp

demand curves, so plan accordingly.

3. Forecast Accuracy : The success of any supply chain
strategy is only as good as the forecast it’s based
on, so do whatever you can to improve forecast

accuracy. Forecast accuracy is one of the most
important metrics you can follow if you are
interested in improving your supply chain efficiency.

Invest in a flexible forecasting tool that uses best-fit
algorithms to calculate demand. Then, add unique

SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY AND

E-COMMERCE SUCCESS
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insights from marketing, sales and key customers.

4. Inventory Visibility and Accuracy : It’s hard to
plan for the future if you don’t know where you are.
Integrate your inventory management, order

management and supply chain applications so all
systems operate from a common inventory record.
Ensure that the integration updates your on-hand

balances in real time to avoid double allocations of
scarce goods.

Take steps to improve the accuracy of your inventory
records. Leading organizations such as APICS

recommend that you strive for an accuracy level in
the mid- to high-90s.

If you’re not there yet, consider incorporating
barcoding or RFID to tag inventory, and mobile

devices or scanners to read those tags. Automated
storage and retrieval (ASRS) systems can help by
ensuring picking accuracy while expediting the

process. It ’s hard to overspend on tools and
technology to improve inventory accuracy and
visibility since they are so fundamental to customer

satisfaction and supply chain effectivity.

5. Customer Expectations : Customers are willing to

wait for some products, but they are few and far
between. If you have the equivalent of the newest
iPhone model, customers may wait. Otherwise, they

turn to a competitor that has the item they want in
stock. You can test customer expectations through
A/B testing, surveys, or watching sales trends,

though monitoring competitor sites to see what they
are offering for lead times on the same or similar
items can be just as helpful.

Coming up with the right supply chain strategy for

an item is complex. Even though there are only a
few factors that matter, all the others affect each
factor. You can experiment, perfecting the right

strategy over time. Or, you may want to work with
an experienced 3PL that can guide you through the
process with simulation and optimization

technology.

Regardless of the approach you choose, effective e-
commerce demands a unique strategy for each item.

Source: www.inboundlogistics.com
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V
arious tech advancements such as big data,
advanced analytics, robotic process
automation and artificial intelligence, you

name it and they are there to aid in the
productivity and enhancing supply chain
efficiency of organizations. During a recently
attended event on procurement, my knowledge
and insights got updated as to how procurement
in the digital era can prove to be a gamechanger
for companies if they decode it in the best of their
capabilities.

Lot many companies have even started deploying
the best e-procurement tools from leading
technology services companies while some are
yet understanding the nuances of the same. 

I happened to meet with some of the experts in
the field and this is what they have to say... Nikhil
S Gurjar, President, Consulting Connoisseurs and
Author, informed that the digitalization
juggernaut is going to revolutionize the
procurement systems across organizations to
provide better deals, transparent process/data
trails and systematized decision-making processes
that would help the procurement managers of the
future to work with increased productivity and
lower stress levels.

Technologies of the future are going to help
institutionalize the strengths through individual
leverage vs. collective assimilation models of the
past. The ecosystem challenges, however, include
a seamless digital environment with an adaptive
culture that embraces technology migration in a
more efficient manner. Lastly, the next generation
of procurement using block chains and
cryptocurrencies, will force organizations to
revisit their internal systems and realign the focus
internally to simplify their systems and processes
to gain strategic advantage.

While offerings a perspective from the service
side talking about the revolution that

DIGITAL PROCUREMENT

 PRERNA LODAYA

procurement can bring in the hotel

industry, Emmanuel Ebray, MD, South East Asia,

HRS, highlighted, “Hotel industry is extremely

fragmented and dealing with such complexities

is a humungous task for anyone across the world.

Data is actually the key to streamline such

obstacles and offer consumers a very structured

platform for a hassle-free booking. In reality in

the hospitality industry in tier II and III cities, you

would realize that there’s not even always

Internet connectivity.

Most of the bookings are still managed offline in

India and because of that the data is not captured.

There are so many players in this ecosystem and

all IT solutions are not integrated. In order to

capture data and to make it really efficient would

be a long journey. From the sourcing perspective,

data will really change the hospitality industry.

We are aiming to bridge this gap. Doing so for

tier I cities is still easier but when it comes to tier

II & III, it becomes a daunting task, but I am sure

as we progress and people start realizing the

impact of digital procurement, things would be

far more easier and better.”

Yes, it’s a fact that technology in many ways is

changing the course of action. What the industry

needs to take the due cognizance of is the

usability and implications involved in deploying

the same and how smartly they can integrate such

systems into their already existing processes

without causing any disruptions in operations.

The key lies in the selection of the right

procurement software and managing it end-to-

end. The software services companies on their

part, need to make the transition simpler for this

to take the shape of an industry-wide

phenomenon and not just a company-specific

model. 

Source: www.supplychaintribe.com
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S
elf-reliance is a major corner-stone on which the
military capability of any nation rests.  Accordingly,
the Defence Production Policy promulgated by the

Government, aims at achieving substantive self-reliance
in the design, development and production of
equipment, weapon systems, platforms required for
defence in as early a time frame possible, creating
conditions conducive for private industry to play an
active role in this endeavour; enhancing potential of
SMEs in indigenisation and broadening the defence R&D
base of the country.

Defence manufacturing is primarily driven by capital
acquisition of defence equipment. Under ‘Make in India’
initiative of the Government, several measures have
been taken to promote indigenous design, development
and manufacture of defence equipment in the country
by harnessing the capabilities of the public and private
sector.  These measures include according preference to
procurement from Indian vendors under the Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP), simplification of Make
procedure, introduction of simplified procedure for Make
II sub-category, liberalization of the licensing regime and
FDI policy by raising the cap on FDI in the defence sector,
simplification of export procedure, streamlining of
defence offset guidelines etc. Recently, the Government
has notified the ‘Strategic Partnership (SP)’ Model which
envisages establishment of long-term strategic
partnerships with Indian entities through a transparent
and competitive process, wherein they would tie up with
global Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to seek
technology transfers to set up domestic manufacturing
infrastructure and supply chains.

The expenditure on purchase of defence equipment from
Indian vendors for the three services during the last three
years, is as given below:-

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE:

                                                         (Rs. in crore)

 Total  Procurement Procurement from
Indian Vendors

2014-15 65583.77 39598.91

2015-16 62341.86 39149.64

2016-17 69150.12 41872.03

The Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) provides
various avenues for interaction with the industry.
Headquarters Integrated Defence Staff (HQIDS) / Service
Headquarters (SHQs), as the case may be, through
regular and structured interactions, shares the details
of procurement schemes with the industry, and the
industry is involved at the feasibility stage itself. Draft
Preliminary Services Qualitative Requirements (PSQRs),
indicative time frame and envisaged quantities of
schemes are shared with the industry. HQIDS / SHQs
upload the broad details of the scheme on Ministry of
Defence and SHQ websites. The Categorisation
committees viz., Services Capital Acquisition

SELF RELIANCE IN DEFENCE PRODUCTION

Categorisation Committee (SCAPCC) / Services Capital
Acquisition Categorisation Higher Committee (SCAPCHC)
also invite industry representatives, associations /
representatives nominated by industry associations, for
presentation and clarifications, as and when required.

No target is fixed for import of defence equipment.
Defence equipment is being imported from various
countries as per the operational requirements of the
Armed Forces. During the last three financial years and
current year (upto 30.11.17), 119 contracts involving Rs
1,16,523 crore have been signed with Indian vendors and
68 contracts involving Rs.1,24,291 crore have been
signed with foreign vendors for capital procurement of
Defence equipment for Armed forces including rockets,
simulator and component level repair facility for Tanks
from Russia, Laser Designation Pods, radars, Pods for
aircraft Radios, Weapons for Garuds and Missiles from
Israel, Aircraft, Helicopters, Missiles, Artillery Guns and
Simulators from USA and Aircraft, Ammunition, High
Zone Modules of Bi-Modular Charges from 155mm Guns
from France.  

Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion (DIPP) vide
Press Note No.5 (2016 Series) has notified revised FDI
policy under which FDI is allowed under automatic route
upto 49% and beyond 49% through Government route
wherever it is likely to result in access to modern
technology or for other reasons to be recorded. Further,
defence industry is subjected to industrial license under
Industries (Development & Regulation) Act, 1951 and
manufacturing of small arms and ammunition under the
Arms Act, 1959 and Arms Rules, 2016. Other conditions
as per the said press note are as follows:-

· Infusion of fresh foreign investment within the
permitted automatic route level, in a company not
seeking industrial license, resulting in change in the
ownership pattern or transfer of stake in by existing
investor to new foreign investor, will require
Government approval.

· License applications will be considered and licences
given by the Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, in
consultation with Ministry of Defence and Ministry
of External Affairs.

· Foreign investment in the sector is subject to
security clearance and guidelines of Ministry of
Defence.

· Investee Company should be structured to be self-
sufficient in areas of product design and
development. The investee / joint venture company
along with manufacture facility should have
maintenance and life cycle support facility of the
product being manufactured in India.

Source: PIB , 07 FEB 2018

���
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
 LALBHAI PATEL

                                                                                               DIRECTOR - IFPSM

FORMER NATIONAL PRESIDENT-IIMM

                                                                                                                            lppatel09@yahoo.com

Dear Fellow members and Professionals.

Let me begin by wishing you Happy MM Day/week
celebrations, one of the important and historic events
in the year for materials management professionals.

Through this newsletter, I would like to highlight on
International Conference on Procurement Law,
Purchasing and Supply Management 2018 & IFPSM
Regional Asia Pacific Meeting 2018 held at Jakarta,
Indonesia during19th to 21st March 2018

Myself, Shri G K Singh – National President and Shri S K
Sharma – alternate delegate got an opportunity to attend
this most important event in Asia Pacific region and take
active part/interact on various subjects currently on
priority at international level.

Mr SabelaGayo – President of APPI in his address
mentioned that potential fraud and corruption are major
challenge. The level of fraud and corruption in public
procurement sector is very high on total Public
Procurement budget in a year. They are looking for
adoption of ISO 20400 on sustainable procurement by
procurement unit and officer in the country. Many
eminent speakers addressed the gathering on

- Ensuring Sustainability, Global Accreditations to the
Profession and Certification to the Profession of
Procurement, Purchasing and Supply Management.

- The recognition of international certification
program and the availability of Professional Human
Resource in Indonesia in anticipating Global
Competition.

- Procurement Act, Criminal Law in the Procurement
sector

- Many other topics on Procurement Law. Combating
the corruption in the Procurement

Asia Pacific meeting was held on 21st March 2018 where
in all around eleven-member associations from Asia
Pacific region participated in the conference/Asia Pacific
meeting. This conference was jointly organized/hosted
by newly formed member association by lawyers group
in Indonesia namely APPI as well as existing old group
IAPI.

Apart from interactions on Global Standard and PAS
Update, IAPI made presentations about their
achievement in the field of Materials Management,
particularly in terms of education and promoting

Materials Management profession in their Country.  They
have already taken up with the government to approve
the “certification” by the IAPI on various educational
programmes and they are likely to get success soon.
Further IAPI wish to host the 2020 World Summit in Bali
and received the full support in the region. This proposal
will be taken up in the IFPSM Board Meeting in the May
for discussions and then response to IAPI

About further National Events I would like to inform that
the next World Summit 2018is being held in Helsinki,
Finland on 26th to 29th September 2018 and the theme
for this year’s World Summit is “Procurement in 2020:
Discover the new Role of Procurement”. This summit
2018 is being hosted by LOGY, our Finnish Member.

Technology, AI, digitalization, sustainability -  Currently
there are hugefactors changing the landscape of
procurement. This will affect us all so we need to try
and understand how this will impact us so we can
prepare for the future. TheIFPSM World Summit 2018
will provide speakers who can offer you insights into the
new megatrends to enable you to consider new thinking
and initiatives to support your association’s growth in
this challenging but exciting environment.

I would request all my friends to participates to World
Summit in large numbers to demonstrate IIMM’s
strength at international level.

Upcoming IFPSM events 2018

IFPSM Europe Regional Meeting – 18 May 2018,
Archamps, France

IFPSM Board meeting – 19 May 2018, Archamps, France

IFPSM Summer School - 26/29 June 2018, Rotterdam,
Netherlands

IFPSM World Summit -26/29 September 2018, Helsinki

IFPSM Board Meeting –26 September 2018, Tampere,
Finland

IFPSM Council Meeting –28 September 2018, Helsinki,
Finland

IFPSM World Summit -26/29 September 2018, Helsinki,
Finland

IFPSM Asia Pacific  Virtualmeeting – 2 November 2018,
Hong Kong

���
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BRANCH NEWS

� AURANGABAD BRANCH

� AHMEDABAD BRANCH

� BANGALORE BRANCH

� JAMSHEDPUR BRANCH

� KOLKATA BRANCH

� LUCKNOW BRANCH

� MUMBAI BRANCH

� NEW DELHI BRANCH

� VADODARA BRANCH

� VAPI BRANCH

AURANGABAD BRANCH

IIMM Aurangabad have conducted evening training
program on the occasion of MM Week “Transforming
to Smart Digital Supply Chain Fostering Technology
Sustainability & Innovation”on16th April, 2018 ,at
“Aryabhatta Hall”, in MGM’s Jawaharlal Nehru
Engineering college, Aurangabad. Chief Guest was Shri.
Pratapraoji Borade , Director _MGM_Aurangabad
.Faculty for this One hour’s program was Mr. Sanjay
Sanghai, National Council Member– IIMM, Vice President
– Strategic Sourcing, Endurance Technologies Limited.

Faculty Mr. Sanjay Sanghai guiding Audience

Large audience attending the session

Mr.Sanghai focused on the stages of growth observed in
digitization from industry 1.0 to recent Industry 4.0. The
transformations phases for the overall operations and
business communications. Mr.Sanghai discussed about
the needof digitization and innovations in supply chain.
He shared the opportunities in the innovations to have
sustainable business growth. His practical approach
made the session very effective.

100+ people from Industries like AEPL, BG Fasteners,
Endurance, Rucha, Bagla group, Dhananjay Group, Dhoot
Transmission,Sanjeev Auto and Also Engineering College
Students from MIT, PES, JNEC, Shreeyash, their
Professor’s and Principals attended the same .QCFI
Members were also present.

Mr. Phani kumar Procedding the session

NC Member Dr Narendra Joshi briefed about the branch
activities and focus areas of IIMM. He also appealed for
becoming IIMM members to delegates, who are not
IIMM members. Proceeding for the program and
Introduction of faculty was done by ECM Mr Phanikumar.
VP (West ) Mr. Jitesh Gupta, NC Member Dr. Narendra
Joshi, Chairman Mr. K. Srihari, Vice Chairman Mr. Sushant
Patare, Hon. Secretary Mr. Milind Ghogale, along with
EC Members-Mr.R.D.Jaulkar, Mr. Shrikant Muley took
efforts to make this event successful.

Vice Chairman Mr. Sushant Patare offered “Vote of
Thanks”. Program was concluded by National Anthem.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

AHMEDABAD BRANCH

Report on 10th March 2018 Evening Lecture :
Ahmedabad Branch organized a talk on “Right to
information act RTI “by Dr. Kalpeshkumar L Gupta. on
7th April 2018  at Ahmedabad Management Association,
Vastrapur, Ahmedabad, under its Knowledge
Augmenting Series. Audience consisted of professionals
who enjoyed the talk thoroughly.

Mr. D.K. Goswamy honoring to Speaker by momento
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Mr. D.K. Goswamy Introducing the speaker

Mr. Kalpesh kumar Gupta Delivering lecture of the
evening

Branch Chairman Mr. Pankaj Panchbhai mentioned in
his inaugural talk:

Dear Co- Members, Invited Guests, Speaker of Evening
Dr. Kalpeshkumar L Gupta. We are honored with
presence of an eminent personality Dr. KL Gupta who
will enlight us Right to information act RTI.  Shri D K
Goswamy will soon introduce him and subject.

Friends, IIMM are a very unique institution, which helps
professionals updating and augmenting their
professional knowledge through continuous exposures
like this. We are a very popular institution in city of
Ahmedabad, which conducts evening lecture programs
every month for members, and select guests who
subsequently become members of institution.

Mr. Pankaj Panchbhai Branch Chairman delivering
welcome speech

Mr. Sudhir Shah Dist. Member Handing over FD of life
fund to Branch Chairman

Mr. Sudhir Shah Dist. Member informing
membership drive

Mr.Anil Patil Wrapping up the session

Ahmedabad branch has crossed 350 membership mark
and is in process of further augmenting membership.
Some of you who are still not member should acquire
membership immediately. I promise you that you will
get value for your money.

Mr. Sudhir Shah who steers Membership Desk will
appraise @ membership. Admissions for education
courses of our institution are going on. Kindly plan to
enrich your knowledge and your Bio Data by taking
admissions in these courses, which will help you in your
professional life

Friends you might be remembering our announcement
since last 3 months I would like to read out that as it was
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“We are proud to announce that we are targeting record
admission in this semester which will be the largest batch
of Ahmedabad Branch. I am glad to share with you that
our IIMM Ahmedabad Branch has created the history
with 14 admissions in this semester. Previous largest
batch was of 12 admissions. Let us congratulate Mr. Anil
Patil sir and Education team with standing ovation under
whose guidance we have created the history.

You are all most welcome to stay here this evening. I
hope you enjoy the rest of the evening’s program and
thank you for sharing this special event with us. Before I
hand over to Mr. D K Goswamy for introducing today’s
speaker, I must bring to your attention mission of IIMM.

“To promote professional excellence in Materials
Management towards national Prosperity through
sustainable development.”

Mr. D K Goswamy Program Coordinator introduced
Speaker and Subject:

About the speaker:

Dr Kalpeshkumar L Gupta is a law teacher and researcher.
He is a Ph.D. in Law from GNLU, Gandhinagar, which is
among the top five law institutes in India. He did his
Bachelor of Commerce and Law, Master of Law (Business
Laws) from Veer Narmada South Gujarat University,
Surat, Master of Business Laws from National Law School
of India University, Bangalore, Company Secretaries
(Executive Program ) from Institute of Company
Secretaries of India, and a Post Graduate Diploma in
Management from Ahmedabad University.

His area of interest are Corporate Laws, Right to
Information Act, Court Management, Entrepreneurship,
General Management, Public Policy and other allied
subjects. He has been delivering guest lecturers at Law,
Management and Commerce colleges and various
institutions in Gujarat and other states. He has
participated in 50 plus conferences, seminars, workshops
and presented 20 plus papers in various National,
International Conferences and Seminars.

 He has been actively involved in campaign of awareness
on Right to Information Act and he has conducted many
workshops/seminars at state and national levels. He has
proposed a unique model of National Court
Management Authority for Indian Judicial System to
reduce the backlog of cases and proper management in
the system. He is having more than a decade of work
experience with Advocates, Chartered Accountants, Tax
Consultants, Export House, Textile Eng. Co. and Auro
University, Surat. He also worked as an Academic
Associate in Business Policy Area at IIM, Ahmedabad
from 2010 to 2015 where he was associated with courses
on Law and Management.

About the topic:

Right to Information is a Fundamental Right……..

Right to Information has been judicially recognized as
part of Article 19(1)(a) of Indian Constitution. “All Citizens
shall have the right to freedom of Speech and
Expression”. For proper enjoyment of freedom of Speech

and Expression, it is imperative that correct information
is available to the Citizens. The Right To Information is a
fundamental right in every sense of the word because it
is absolutely essential to the healthy functioning of a
modern democracy since an uninformed citizen cannot
possibly be expected to be a good citizen.

Dr. Kalpeshkumar Gupta’s Session followed by good
question answer session. Many participants asked
practical solution to day-to-day difficulties faced by them.

Mr. Sudhir Shah IIMM Distinguished member and
Convener Membership committee brought pride to
members present by informing that, as on date we are
@381 IIMM’ites in Ahmedabad. He elaborated on Road
Map for further improving membership strength leading
to 400 marks by end of financial year. He introduces new
life member Mr. Hardik Mistry. Mr. Sudhir Shah handed
over Life fund Fixed Deposit certificate to Branch
Chairman Pankaj Panchbhai

Mr. D. K. Goswamy one of the pillar of IIMM
Ahmedabad Branch Presented Memento to  Dr.
Kalpeshkumar Gupta.

Mr. Anil Patil, Distinguish Member in his wrapping up
remarks said:

“ Speaker of the evening Dr. Kalpeshkumar Gupta, Branch
Chairman Shri Pankaj Panchbhai, Fellow IIMM Members
and Invited Guests, We thank Shri D.K. Goswamy for
introducing Dr. Kalpeshkumar Gupta, today has
enlightened speaker, who is Law teacher and Researcher.

We thank Mr. Sudhir Shah for apprising us on
membership. We are also thankful to our Members and
one and all present here.  Mr. Kalpeshkumar Gupta has
a long experience in Laws.  We have here Dr. Gupta has
made today’s topic RTI very easy to understand by
sharing his experience.

 Sir, we are lucky to have you as our speaker today as we
are going back with new useful take-away. We would
like all these lectures to be sponsored so that we have
not to draw from our savings for these programs. We
look forward to hear from some of you on the
sponsorship front soon. I request the guests today to
kindly collect the membership form and submit the same
at the earliest to avail of IIMM facilities regularly. Please
return the feedback forms duly filled to any of our
volunteers. The same will help us in improving our
activities in future. Thanks to everyone.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

BANGALORE BRANCH

MM Day celebration -Fortnight Program

12.04.2018 : As part of MM Day celebration, an evening
lecture  program was organised at Hotel Woodlands
Hotel on the topic “Waste Management Role in Supply
Chain Management” by Mr. Arun, Program Manager -
E-Waste, Saahas Zero Waste. Mr. M.H. Kulkarni, Hon
Treasurer welcomed the gathering and Speaker.  The
programme was very interesting with lively interactions
by participants with the Speaker. Mr. A.V. Sham Sudnar,
Executive Committee Member proposed vote of thanks.
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A view of Participants for Lecture Program on
12.042018

Mr. A. V. Shamasunder, EC Member, proposed vote of
thanks on 12.04.2018

Mr. Arun, Speaker from Sahaas Zero Waste
Technlogy,giving address on 12.04.2018

Mr. M.H. Kulkarni, Hon Treasurer, welcoming gathering
on 12.04.2018 -Lecture Program

Mr. P. Viswanathan, EC Member handing over a
memento to the Speaker

13.04.2018 : Essay Competition was conducted on
13.04.2018. Topics were :

A) Supply Chain Transformation for better result

B) Emerging business models will drive changes to
Supply chin operations

Totally 8 entries were received for this competition. The
following three prizes were declared as the winners.

S. No Names of Participants Grading

1 Mr Ramakrishna G A I Prize

2 Mr John A Gonsalvez II Prize

3 Mr P Viswanathan II Prize

4 Ms Ramya Sundari III Prize

5 Ms Shirisha Jitri III Prize

14.04.2018- Plant Visit : As part of MM Day celebration
a plant visit was organised to the Stellar Value Chain
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Warehouse  and Logistics organization.
18 Members, Students and Faculty participated in this
visit.,  The Stellar Value Chain Solution organization team
had arranged for briefing session on warehouse
procedures, documentations, Inventory control and
Packaging and Distribution. Received good feed back
from the participants. Program was well organised by
MM Day team. Organization contacts support was given
by Mr. Paul George, N.C. Member.

15.04.2018 – Best Materials Manager Contest: Best
Materials Managers Contest was organised  by IIMM
Bangalore Branch on the topic “ Transforming to Smart
Digital Supply Fostering Technology  Sustainability &
Innovation” on 15.04.2018 at IIMM Conference Hall.
Four teams participated in the contest. Following two
teams declared as the winners:

1st Prize Winning Team of Quiz Cometition on 15.04.2018
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A view of Juries  Team for  BMM Competition on
15.04.2018

Quiz competition - as part of MM Day conducted on
15.04.2018 at View of Team

BMM Competion - BEML Forum Trophy 1st Prize
Winning Team - presented BMM Contest on

15.04.2018 - Mr. B. N Suresh, ADA & his Team

Mr. Srinivasa Rao, Branch Chairman and C.S Subash,
Quiz masters conducing program on 15.04.2018

BMM –BEML Forum Trophy - I Prize :  Mr. Suresh B.N,
ADA Mrs. Uma Maheshwari S.  GSD Rail Wheel Factory

BMM –BEML Forum Trophy - II Prize: Mr. Prakash S.
Upadhye, Biesse India , and Mr. Praveen K.K.Biesse India

Juries were : K.V. Sudheendra, Joint Director, ADA,  Mr.
P.M. Biddapp, N.C. Member, IIMM, Mr. A.V. Shama
Sundar, L&T –EC Member-IIMM, & Mr. G.S. Raju, Faculty
& Member IIMM,

15.04.2018 – Quiz Program: As part of  MM Day
Celebration, IIMM  Bangalore  Branch  conducted  Quiz
Competition on 15th April 2018  at IIMM Conference Hall
for Members and Students. Total 6 Teams participated
in  for the competition.  Mr.. Srinivas V. Rao, Branch
Chairman was the Quiz Master who conducted the
competition with the active support of Mr. K.V.
Sudheendra, Vice Chairman, Mr. P.M Biddappa, N.C
Member, Mr. M.H. Kulkarni, Hon Treasurer,  Mr. M.R.
Achyuth Rao, Course Co-ordinator, & EC Member,  Mr.
C.S Subash, EC Member, Mr. Akash Gupta, E.C. Member,
Mr. A.V Shama Sundar, E.C. Member, & Mr. Pinaki Sarkar,
Life Member.

Following teams were declared as the winners:

Quiz Competition - I Prize : Mr. Sruesh B.N,ADA and
Mrs. Uma Maheshwari S GSD Rail Wheel Factory,

Quiz Competition - II Prize: Mr. Prakash S. Upadhye,
Biesse India , and Mr. Praveen K.K.Biesse India

Quiz Competition – III Prize : Mr. Nagesh V. -Triveni
Turbines and Mr. Ramakrishna G.A. -DARAMIC

20.04.2018: As a part of MM Day one workshop was
organized  on ‘Advanced Technology on Stores –
Warehouse and Inventory Management’.  Ten
participants were attended program. Sr Faculty of IIMM
handled the sessions. The subjects were discussed thread
bare and the participants also had a lively interactions
with the faculty.

A view of Participants for One day workshop on Stores-
Warehouse and Inventory Management on 20.04.2018

Mr. C.S. Subash, Faculty handling session on Stores
Management - workshop on 20.04.2018
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Mr. G.S. Raju, Faculty Handling Session for Stores
Management Workshop on 20.04.2018

Mr.K.S. Mohan Kumar Sr Faulty handing over
participation certificate to the Delegate on 20.04.2018

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

JAMSHEDPUR BRANCH

Eastern Regional Conference on “Indian Logistics –
Enabler to Industrial Growth” : The Eastern Regional
Conference was organized by Jamshedpur Branch on
06.04.2018 at The Telco Club. The Chief Guest was Mr. A
B Lall, Head, Tata Motors Ltd. The Guests of Honorwere
Mr. G.K. Singh, National President and Mr. L R Meena,
National Secretary and Treasurer. The Key Note Speaker
was Mr. G K Singh, National President of IIMM. Seminar
was attended by more than 70 delegates and many
invitees.

At the outset, Branch Chairman Mr. Shambhu Shekhar
welcomed the chief guest and guest of honor by
presenting a flower bouquet. In his welcome speech, he
expressed his gratitude to Mr. A B Lall, Mr G K Singh,
National President, Mr L R Meena, National Secretary
and Treasurer, Mr. Amitava Bakshi, Chief Procurement
officer, Tata Steel for accepting the invitation. He also
welcomed the esteemed guests, Mr. K M Bhardwaj, V P
Vice President (East), Professor TAS Vijayraghvan of XLRI,
Delegates present, Invitees and the members of IIMM
Jamshedpur branch.

The seminar was inaugurated jointly with Mr. A B Lall,
Mr. Amitava Bakshi, Mr. G K Singh, Mr Amal Chakraborty,
Mr. L R Meena and the Chairman. In his inaugural address
Mr. A B Lall said that the Logistics in supply chain
management is vital for the success of any industry. The
developments in the area of logistics in India are

definitely going to boost the supply chain. The
government and the Ministry of Surface transport is
going in a big way to develop National Road Network to
facilitate logistics. At the same time Railway is also
modernizing and expanding new tracks, dedicated
corridors for freight to have faster movement of goods.
Ports are also being modernized and new airports are
being developed to help logistics. All this steps are bound
to create better facilities for logistics, thus enabling the
industries to transport the goods to customers in right
time, at right cost. He congratulated the IIMM Branch
and the Vice President (East) Mr. K M Bhardwaj,
Chairman Mr. Shambhu Shekhar, and NC Mr. G R Murti
for organizing a seminar on such an important topic. He
expressed satisfaction that the delegates will take back
lot of knowledge and experience from the seminar.

Key Note Speaker National President Mr G K Singh spoke
about the organization of IIMM and its activities in the
area of education. He said that Govt. of India is also
taking various recommendations on Supply Chain
Management and public buying through its DGS&D wing.
The IIMM is one of the members of the Surface Transport
Committee of Ministry of Surface transport, Government
of India, to suggest ways and means of development in
the area of Logistics. It is a matter of great happiness
that a conference has been organized on such a topic.

Mr. L R Meena congratulated IIMM Jamshedpur branch
for hosting the seminar on such an important topic. He
said that supply chain can succeed only when the
logistics is developed. Logistics is an important and
integral part of Supply Chain management.

The inaugural session was conducted by National Council
Member Mr. G R Murti and vote of thanks was proposed
by NC Mr. Shivaji Sinha.

Speaker Professor Dr. TAS Vijayraghvan of XLRIwho is a
specialist in Supply Chain Management and leader in the
area of Logistics not only in India but also in South East
Asia, spoke on the “Trends in future value chain, Logistics
and Supply Chain Challenges in India. He said that more
agile supply chain management is needed in the coming
future to be successful. Complete integration and
automation of various SCM activities are needed in the
coming days. Automated warehouses with all modern
facilities will create opportunities for better logistics
performance.

Mr. Amitava Bakshi Chief Procurement Officer Tata Steel
spoke on Role of Logistics in the Growth of Industries in
India. Mr. Bakshi has vast experience of not only
implementing Re engineered Supply Chain processes in
Tata Steel and leading the procurement team at Tata
Steel but also lead from front as CEO of one of the Tata
companies “JAMIPOL” and making it as a very successfully
run enterprise.Mr. Amitava Bakshi stressed on the
importance of supply chain management and said that
the various topics to be covered during the whole day
session will immensely benefit the delegates from
various industries. Logistics in India is bound to develop,
otherwise the supply chain will not be successful

Dr. Rabi N Padhi delivered his paper on “Way Forward
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Ms. DolaBajpai delivering her talk

Chairman Mr. Shambhu Shekhar

Dr. R N Padhi delivering his talk

Mr. B N Sarangi Addressing the audience

Prof. Rajiv Mishra of XLRI delivering his talk

The Team IIMM Jamshedpur Branch

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

KOLKATA BRANCH

IIMM Kolkata Branch organized a Social Get-together on
Friday, the 6th April, 2018 at Saturday Club on the
occasion of launching of revamped Website and
apprising of various forthcoming programme viz. MM
Day Celebration, organizing of 33rd Annual Convocation
and Annual Seminar.

Mr. Animesh Chattopadhyay, Branch Chairman
welcomed the valued members and guests with a cup of
tea and snacks at 6.45 p.m. Revamped Website  was
formally inaugurated by the Branch Chairman.

Mr. Raj Kumar Mitra, an active member of the Branch
involved in the process of the revamping of Website,
drew a road map of the future plan and programme for
making the revamped website informative, interactive
and interesting.

Valued members, students and youngsters inclined in
the profession of SCM may visit the Website at http///
www.iimmkolakta.com. Mr. Koushik Roy, Vice Chairman
of the Branch, informed about the forthcoming
programme and proposed Vote of Thanks and finally
invited members and guests to cocktail dinner.

The programme met a grand success.

Altogether 110 members and guests attended the
programme.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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LUCKNOW BRANCH

IIMM Lucknow Branch held following programme on
13th of April 2018 : IIMM Lucknow Branch and Punjab
National Bank have coordial relations for past 34 years
that is from the inception of the branch in Lucknow. This
is due to our maintaining savings bank account and fixed
deposits. We are amongst their priviledged customers.
They even sponsored the Nationl Council Meeting held
here. Their senior officers including general manager,
field general manager, circle head, branch manager,
managers are regular visitors to our branch. In the month
of february this year their general manager Shri Rakesh
Shukla visited the branch.

Seen from L to R are Shri P.K.Bajpai, Shri Ashwani
Kumar Singh Chief Manager, Shri R.P.Bhargava, Sr.

Manager, Mrs. Bhargava, Miss Bhargava, Mrs. Bajpai
and Mrs. Singh

Changes are the rule of life and in the series Mr. Ashwini
Kumar, Chief Manager of HAL Branch got promoted as
deputy general manager and is being posted out.
Similarly shri P. S. Bhargava, senior manager, foreign
exchange section has been transferred to Barabanki.
These officers have always been helpful to us.

Guests and Hosts on the Dinning Table. Not seen in
Picture Shri A R Bhunte. IPL Match is seen in the

Back Ground.

In order to bid farewel to the departing officers a dinner
was arranged in Hotel Royal Cafe wherein family
members of these officers were also invited. From the
branch Shri P.K.Bajpai, Treasurer and Shri A.R.Bhute,
Course Co-ordinator participated. The officers were

presented with IIMM Lucknow Branch Mementoes. The
programme concluded with photo session.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MUMBAI BRANCH

For the benefit of our GDMM students we have been
conducting few out of syllabus  specialised  training
sessions like public speaking, groom & grill, factory visits,
sharing by experts on indirect taxation etc. ( over and
above contact lectures on syllabus subjects) for past
many years. This semester onwards these programs
would be conducted in more structured manner with
focus on both soft skills and functional skills. Totally 18
areas have been identified   which would be covered in
hundredhours spread over three semesters ,Depending
upon topic these would be conducted in workshop or
Guest lecture mode through lectures, VDOs, notes,
exercises, case studies, role plays( say for negotiations)
or on the job ( say for learning advanced excel).After
talking to students the sessions would be done in regular
semesters as well as during off period( between semester
end examination and start of next semester).The entire
structuring of program is led by our NC member Ashok
Mhatre along with VirendraMantri,GaneshApte,
SurendraDeodhar ,Haldankar.

Our 1st session was Business Presentation Skills on 18th
Feb at Goregaoncampus.After brief introduction by
SurendraDeodhar high lighting importance of effective
communication and capturing student expectations,
workshop started with one minute presentation by each
participant on topics given earlier ,which was
commented, graded ( and  Video graphed) upon by
students as well as program mentors .Then  sessions on
fundamentals of  presentation( like preparation ,
audience study etc., effective use of visual aids etc.,) body
language techniques, vocalisation techniques , how to
build confidence while speaking were done  by mentors
Ashok Mhatre, Ganesh Apte,VirendraMantri .Post these
inputs students were asked to do presentations again
with necessary corrections on their Power point
presentation based on inputs given and which were re-
evaluated. Each participantwas given a copy of manual
on presentation skills as well as notes of useful tips .The
program was well received and well appreciated. Some
of the verbatim comments were ‘Have now greater
confidence” or ’find it extremely useful’or ‘now fear of
interactions gone’etc.

Our 2nd workshop on strategic sourcing was conducted
on 25th March 2018. Main topics were how to specify
your need , spend analysis , understanding your market,
strategic sourcing ,supplier relationship management
.The mode of delivery was through ppt, VDOs, group
interactions ,group exercises. Thementors for this
workshop were Ashok Mhatre and Virendra mantra. This
program was also extremely well received with some of
verbatim comments like ‘Now we really feel connected
to the institute and cared for as a students for our
development ‘

Next session is on costing on 29th April 18 ,covering cost
elements, how to do costing , various commodities cost
structures, cost drivers, how to use external data for
tracking costs and also for preparing for price
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settlements. The session would be done by industry
costing experts with usual team of mentors like Ganesh
Apte, Ashok Mhatre, Virendra Mantri.

MATQUIZ : The Matquiz Semi-finals and Finals was
organised on 8th April at Holiday Inn, Saki Naka, Andheri,
Mumbai. The chief guest was Mr G.K. Singh – President
of IIMM ( Ranchi) The other dignitaries were Mr.Lalbhai
Patel Baroda , Mr.SrinavasRao  IIMM Chairman Bangalore
and Mr. Malay Mazumdar from  IIMM Baroda.

The lighting of the lamp was done and all dignitaries light
the lamp. There were total 27 (Twenty seven Participant)
taking part in Matquiz 2018. The preliminary rounds
were done online and finale culminated at Holiday Inn.
The contest was keenly fought and competition between
the teams kept the audience on the edge of the seat.
The final was a 6 round contest which had a nail biting
finish .

The teams that took the laurels home were teams from
Larsen Toubro team won first prize they were
represented by Mr.SameerMomaya and Mr.SudamSahu
and the Runners up was Ms.Pooja V Rao from Bharat
Heay Electricals Ltd., and Mr.OmeyBadakh from Tata Blue
Scope Steel Ltd.,

Upcoming programs:

IIMM Mumbai Branch signature event DISHA – 2018
SUPPLY CHAIN AS AN ENABLER TO ACHIEVE BUSINESS
GOALS – EXPLORING NEW FRONTIERS at The Westin
,International Business Park, Oberoi garden City,W.E.
Highway, Goregoan (East) on 20th and 21st April 2018
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

NEW DELHI BRANCH

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DAY 2018 : Skill
Development Programme Three days “Store Keeping”
for Weaker Section at ITI NandNagri, on April 16 to 18,
2018

Skill

Chairman Delhi Branch addressing Mr. G Ajay Kumar,
students of ITI, NandNagri on April 16, 2018.

Students at ITI NandNagri.

Speaker Mr. M K Mittal addressing, Speaker Mr. H K
Sharma, Mrs. Deepak Gulati, Dr. M K Bhardwaj & Mrs.

Ratna Das, Principal at ITI NandNagri. Delhi
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Speaker Mr. V K Jain addressing to the students ITI
NandNagri, Delhi

Students receiving Certificate of Participation in Skill
Development Programme for Three days at ITI
NandNagri. Right to Left. Mr. M K Mittal, Hony.

Treasurer, Mr. G Ajay Kumar, Chairman Delhi Branch,
Brig. Ashok Sharma, EC Member, Dr. M K Bhardwaj,

Chairman, Board of Studies, Mrs. Ratna Das, Principal
and also seen staff member at ITI NandNagri. Delhi

Mr. H K Sharma Speaker of the Seminar on Emerging
Trends in Public Procurement at Chelmsford Club on

April 19th 2018. Mr. G Ajay Kumar Chairman & Dr. M K
Bhardwaj Chairman BOS Presenting  flowerto Mr. H K

Sharma, Addl. DG (Supply), Ministry of Commerce.

Mr. Anurag Mittal, Consultant NITI AYOG Speaker of
the Seminar on SME Sectors at Chelmsford Club on

April 19th 2018 receiving the memento. Left to Right –
Mr. Babu PS, Secretary, Mr. H K Sharma, Dr. M K

Bhardwaj, Mr. Tek Chand, Mr. Anurag Mittal, Mr. G
Ajay Kumar Chairman, Mr. R P Durga, Mrs. Deepak S
Gulati, Mr. M K Mittal, Mr. BB Dhawan, Mr. R K Chug

among other.

Quiz Competition students with Mr. T G Nandakumar,
Chairman Education & Chairman Delhi Branch Mr. G
Ajay Kumar along with Mr. R K Tandon, Mr. Sanjay

Shukla, Mrs. Deepak S Gulati are also seen students at
IIMM Delhi Branch Office on April 20, 2018.

Students getting Quiz Competition Awards.
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Mr. G Ajay Kumar Chairman Delhi Branch welcoming
the participants & Speaker CA Narendra Kumar on E-

Way Bill & GST Latest Developments on April 23rd 2018
at Chelmsford Club, New Delhi.

CA Narendra Kumar being presented memento by
Branch Chairman Mr. G Ajay Kumar and Dr. M K

Bhardwaj, Chairman Board of Studies, IIMM on April
23rd April 2018 at Chelmsford Club, New Delhi.

Specialised Programme for Defence Officers on 26th

April 2018  at Central Ordnance Depot at Delhi Cantt.

Dr. M K Bhardwaj addressing Defence Officers at COD
Delhi Cantt on April 26th 2018.

Defence Officers attending the lecture session on
April 26th 2018 at COD Delhi Cantt.

FACTORY VISIT AT MOTHER DAIRY ON APRIL 27, 2018
AT MOTHER DAIRY, PATPARGANJ, DELHI.

IIMM participants attending the lecture Mother Dairy.

Mr R K R Pillai, Senior Executive,MotherDairy
addressing the participants

Mr R K R Pillai, Senior Executive,Mother Dairyduring
plant visit IIMM participants on 27th April 2018.
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L to R - Mr. P K Jain, Mr. Babu PS, Mr. G Ajay Kumar
Chairman Delhi Branch Dr. M K Bhardwaj, Mr.H K
Sharma & Mrs. Deepak S Gulati.  Presenting IIMM
Memento to Mr. Mr R K R Pillai, Senior Executive,

Mother Dairy, Patparganj, Delhi on April 27th 2018.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

VADODARA BRANCH

Seminar on ‘Materials & Manufacturing’ and ‘Logistics
& Supply Chain Management’ topic at EDII, Ahd :
Initially, we received Invitation from Dr.Sajikumar,
Director of Entrepreneurship Development Institute of
India, Ahmedabad to take sessions on ‘Materials & Mfg.’
topic for their Trisem-II Students of PGDM-BE course in
2017-2019 batch, who selected above topic in their
course. We requested them for letter to discuss in our
EC Meeting wherein it was decided to forward profiles
of related topic faculties for their selection.

Thereafter, they sent us mail for taking sessions on
‘Logistics & Supply Chain Mgmt.’ topic in addition to
earlier topic wherein we forwarded profiles of
Mr.K.B.Walvekar for ‘Mtrls. & Mfg.’ and Mr.L.L.Notani
for ‘Logistics & SCM’ which were finalised by them. Later,
the schedule for sessions was discussed with faculties to
complete lectures by MAR’18 as students would have
exams in APR’18 and so it was decided for L&SCM
sessions on 17/2/18, 17/3/18, 18/3/18 while M&M sessions
on 3/3/18, 25/3/18, 8/4/18 which was agreed by EDII
authorities.

Dr.Sajikumar apprised about additional responsibility
given to him for connecting with various Institutes for
sharing faculty resources, finalise MOUs for course
development & student co-ordination. He proposed that
IIMM should get associated with EDII for joint
programmes & shared their Brochure giving info. about

their activities. He assured to tie-up for more
programmes in future for mutual benefit. During Lunch
break, upon interaction with students (about 38 Nos.),
they appreciated sessions & were satisfied with
presentation. They were happy for Ref. Mtrl. booklet
given to them. Thus, the programme was successful.

On last day of L&SCM session, students thanked
Mr.Notani & appreciated the sessions with remarks that
they had never before attended such informative lectures
with indepth knowledge & experience sharing by faculty.
The following Group Photo shows their satisfaction about
seminar course conducted by us successfully.

The seminar course on ‘Mtrls. & Mfg.’ topic was
delivered by Mr.K.B.Walvekar with exhaustive coverage
of Manufacturing Processes in various Industries with
complete Technical knowhow about different Materials.
The Presentation was very much informative with video
clips about Mfg. processes in Automobile, Chemical,
Engineering, Petroleum, Pharmaceutical & other
industries. The Students (about 52 Nos.) found the
lectures useful for their future endeavours & helpful in
their Career. The Session Glimpses are given below-

An Evening Talk was held on 19th Mar’18 with Topic
‘Importance of Fitness’ by Ms. Richa Kothari who is
Internationally certified in Zumba B1 & B2, Aqua Zumba,
Pilates, Bokwa Instructor & founder of 360 Dance to
Fitness Studio which she is running successfully since
Jun’13 at Vadodara. She is the only Aqua Zumba certified
in Town and pioneer in Zumba Fitness at Vadodara having
completed 5 years. The following are some details about
her and the Studio –

* It is the First & Elite Class Fitness Studio [without
machines] at Vadodara.

* She was awarded as Zumba Queen of Vadodara on
Women’s Day 2016.

* From last 2 Years, she is performing  Zumba in
Vadodara International Marathon with 77000+
Participants.

* She has performed in Happy Streets by ‘The Times
Of India’.

* She perfomed in Fun Streets by VMC with 1 Lakh
Participants handling all alone in Zumba.

* She has done many Events all over Gujarat in Malls,
Schools, Clubs, Resorts, Corporates Like TCS,?
Investis, MasterCard, Group companies of Aditya
Birla, PTSI, SFW {Civica}, Collabera, L&T,
Allscripts,?Sterling Hospital and many Charity
events.
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* She was Interviewed by Radio Mirchi, Red FM,
Gujarati News Channel & has featured in Women
Planet  magazine.

* She was invited to perform Live on NAMO to
welcome our PM, Shri Narendra Modi. 

* She was Invited to perform Folk Dances in Mar‘18
during Women’s One Day Cricket International
Series of India vs Australia at Reliance Stadium,
Vadodara

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

VAPI BRANCH

“MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DAY CELEBRATIONS” :
Materials Management Day is celebrated on the
auspicious day of 23rd April when all professional bodies
of Materials Management were merged to form an All
India Body with the expressed objective to secure wider
recognition of the profession and to elevate the
professional status of individuals engaged in the field of
Materials Management.

On this occasion Vapi Branch organized an evening
Seminar on “10 Steps to reduce inventory “on 23rd April
2018 at IIMM ,Vapi Branch. Eminent speaker Mr. Nirav
Trivedi (founder & CEO of Greendot Management
Solutions,Valsad),

Mr. Parthiv Mehta, Branch Chairman welcomed the
speaker, and guests with a bouquet of flowers

Mr. Rakesh Nandre(IIMM, Secretary) has done
proceedings of this program.

Faculty talk  on 10 steps to reduce inventory and
explained scientifically” Why can inventory reduction
lead to organizational success & the most powerful result
of inventory reduction is the relationship between
inventory, waste elimination, problem solving and
teamwork. This talk wasfollowed by a very lively
interactive session by almost all the members present.
The participants were very happy to have all their queries
answered.

40 participants of Atul Ltd, Corob India, Zobele,
Tushaco Pumps, Huber, Sudhir Genset , Merilife

science, Captial foods, and from all over Vapi, Silvassa
& Daman industries.

Along with Chairman Mr.Parthiv Mehta , Vice-Chairman
Mr.Anant Kapadia, National council members Mr.
J.R.Shah, Mr. Manish Doshi  and all Executive Committee
Members- Mr.Santosh Sahoo, Mr. Mukesh Patel & Mr.
Sharad Chitodkar took efforts to make this event
successful.

IIMM Vapi Branch - Executive Committee Team giving
memento to Faculty  Left to Right – Mr.Santosh Sahoo(

Course Coordinator), Mr. J.R.Shah (N.C), Mr.Rakesh
Nandre(Secretary), Mr. Parthiv Mehta (Chairman), Mr.

Nirav Trivedi(Faculty), Mr. Sharad Chitodkar (EC
Member), Mr.Manish Doshi (N.C)

Hi-Tea was arranged on this occasion. Program was
concluded by vote of thanks by Mr.J.R.Shah( N.C)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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MR. PRABHAKAR REDDY

IIMM family expresses profound grief at the said

demise of Mr. Prabhakar Reddy, distinguished

member of IIMM, Aurangabad and founder

member of IIMM since 1981 and was devoted

his time,experience and knowledge  for over

three decades. He served various senior positions

of IIMM and was awarded with various

acknowledgments for his work at national level.

He had an rich working experience in various

industries and retired as Senior General Manager

Materials from Videocn Industries Ltd.

Let us all pray for his soul to rest in peace and

give strength to his family members.

----------------------------------------------------------

MR. TAPOMOAY BANERJEE

IIMM Family expresses deep grief at the sad

demise of Mr. Tapomoay Banerjee, a GDMM

Holder, in a fatal accident on railway tracks on

28. 11. 2017. He was a valued member of the

Institute and was a regular student during his

period of studies. Let us all pray for his soul to

rest in peace and give strength to his family

members to withstand this irreparable loss.

SAD DEMISE

MR. J B ROY CHOWDHURY

Entire IIMM Family expresses profound grief at the

sad demise of Mr. J B Roy Chowdhury, Past

Chairman of IIMM Kolkata Branch and Joint

Chairman, Consultancy Division, IIMM Kolkata on

16th November, 2017.

He was one of the pioneer leaders of IIMM Kolkata.

His involvement in various activities to the cause

of IIMM  for several years and his outstanding

contribution towards professional advancement

has been reckoned with highest admiration. His

personality and professional acumen made him

an unparallel personality.

The IIMM family condoles his death and expresses

profound sympathy to the bereaved family, His

soul may rest in eternal peace in heaven!

----------------------------------------------------------

MR. S N S MAHAPATRA

IIMM Family expresses profound grief at the said

demise of Mr. S N S Mahapatra, veteran member

and senior faculty of IIMM Kolkata Branch, who

passed away on 28th March, 2017 after a brief

illness.

May his soul rest in peace.
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EXECUTIVE HEALTH

To most people, hearing “allergies” sounds harmless, but
they are, in fact, among the most common reasons people
visit the doctor. Depending on where you live, you can have
symptoms year round, and when care is not sought, in some
cases, they can even lead to life-threatening symptoms.

What Are Allergies?

Allergies are very common, but do you really know what
they are?

Allergies are basically an abnormal immune system
response against normally harmless substances. If you do
not have allergies, exposure to a substance does not lead
to the development of any allergic symptoms. However, the
allergic person’s body reacts by releasing certain chemicals
in response to the substance that ultimately leads to the
development of symptoms.

Allergens are the substances that lead to the development
of allergy symptoms. These include things like:

� pollens

� latex

� molds

� animal dander

� dust mites

� certain foods

� certain medications

Sensitization is a process where your immune system is
exposed enough times to certain allergens that your body
begins to make allergic antibodies to that particular
substance. You do not develop symptoms the first time
you’re exposed to an allergen in most cases, but with later
exposures. Exposure leads your body to begin making
allergic antibodies or IgE against these different allergens.
Re-exposure of the allergen leads to the allergen binding
to IgE cells and a cascade of events that ultimately result in
the development of symptoms.

The allergy symptoms you experience depend somewhat
on how you are exposed to allergens. Allergens that travel
through the air and enter your body through breathing are
more likely to cause respiratory and nasal symptoms, while
allergens that you would ingest may lead to gastrointestinal
or systemic symptoms. Some allergens lead to minor,
annoying symptoms, such as a runny nose. Other allergens
can lead to severe symptoms, such as swelling of the neck
and wheezing.

Top 9 Things to Know About Allergies

1. Allergies are different for different people. Why some
people develop allergies to particular substances and
others do not is unknown. Allergies sometimes run in
families, and other times there will be no family history
in someone with severe allergy symptoms. While
allergies more commonly occur in childhood, you can
develop them at any time in your life.

AN OVERVIEW OF ALLERGIES

PAT BASS, MD | REVIEWED BY SANJAJELIC, MD

2. Avoid exposure. If you want to prevent allergies the
best thing that you can do is to avoid exposure.
Strategies to avoid allergens will depend on the
particular type of allergen. For example, you may not
think about dust on the ceiling fan making your
allergies worse, but you can collect significant amounts
of dust that is spread into the air you are breathing
every time it is turned on. Likewise, you can do a
number of things to avoid exposure to pollens such as
keeping your windows closed to prevent pollen from
coming into your home, staying indoors when pollen
counts are high, and machine drying your clothes so
as not to collect pollen when hanging to dry.

3. Prevent the development of allergies. There are
number of things that you can do to prevent the
development of allergies. Early introduction of foods
(before 4 months of age) has been associated with the
development of allergies. As a result some have
recommended the controversial advice of exclusive
breastfeeding. While avoiding allergenic foods in
pregnancy does not appear to prevent allergies after
birth, breastfeeding mothers may be advised to avoid
foods that are allergenic (cow’s milk, eggs, fish,
peanuts, and soy proteins) to decrease the risk
of atopic dermatitis in children. This can be very
difficult for moms and is likely to benefit only those
babies at high risk of developing allergies. Generally,
the later that you introduce highly allergenic foods into
a child’s diet, the less risk they have for the
development of allergies.

4. Don’t believe everything you read. You may read
about a number different studies that state taking
certain vitamins like A, C, and E and selenium will help
prevent allergies in the future. However, these studies
do not demonstrate any decreases in allergic
symptoms consistently over time. The only dietary
benefit in the protection against allergic disease is that
of omega–3 polyunsaturated fatty acids—those that
are found in fish.

5. Severe allergic reactions. Allergic reactions are
different from allergy symptoms. An allergic reaction
is a medical emergency. This can be a life-threatening
reaction most commonly to foods, insect stings,
medications, and latex. Symptoms can include flushing,
feelings of lightheadedness, shortness of breath, neck
swelling or throat tightness, anxiety, cramping, pain,
rash, vomiting, or diarrhea. This is often referred to as
anaphylaxis and requires immediate medical
treatment. If you have ever had a severe allergic
reaction, you may want to get an EpiPen and a medical
alert bracelet to let others know that you have a serious
allergy.

6. Atopic dermatitis. This skin condition is commonly the
first sign that parents might see in a child that’s prone
to allergies. The location of the rash is different in
young children compared to older ones, but it ’s
characterized by itching and scratching of affected
areas.
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7. When food leads to allergies. Parents usually become
suspicious of a food allergy because children develop
symptoms such as hives or swelling, itching, or redness
that results after eating a particular food. If you’re
concerned about a food allergy you should consider
seeing your doctor for an EpiPen and referral for allergy
testing. Continued or repeated exposure can lead to a
severe allergic reaction or anaphylaxis.

8. Nasal allergies. The itchy nose, sneezing, watery eyes,
and nasal congestion is referred to as allergic rhinitis.
You might also have dark circles under your eyes that
your doctor refers to as “allergic shiners” or the
“allergic salute”—a line on the nasal bridge from
rubbing your nose.

9. The link between allergies and asthma.
Coughing, wheezing, shortness of breath, and chest
tightness are all symptoms of asthma. Allergies can be
seen as a cause of asthma or, in some instances, a
trigger that makes asthma worse. Either way, if you
have asthma symptoms you may want to discuss with
your doctor if allergies could be making them worse.

If You’re Recently Diagnosed With Allergies

In general, patients with allergies need to avoid anything
that leads to irritation and allergy symptoms. By being
aware of your allergy triggers and taking steps to avoid
them, you will be much less likely to have symptoms or
allergic reactions.

This is not always as easy as it sounds. You may want to
consider an allergy diary where you document frequency,
severity, and location when you develop allergy symptoms.
This may help you identify unknown allergens that you were
not aware of.

There are a number of simple precautions that you can take
to help in preventing allergy symptoms, including:

� When you come inside from outdoors changing your
clothes allows you to avoid continuous exposure to any
allergens that may have attached to your clothes.

� Consider going shoeless—this will prevent you from
tracking allergens throughout your house.

� Wash hair before bed—this will prevent pollen and
other allergens from getting onto your pillow.

� Recirculate air in your car instead of using the vent to
decrease allergen exposure.

� Changing out the filter in your air conditioner also
decreases your exposure to pollens. Filters should be
changed by manufacturers’ recommendations.

Living With Allergies : For very mild allergy symptoms, over-
the-counter antihistamines may be all the treatment that
is needed. However, be careful as some antihistamines can
cause a significant amount of sedation.

You might also try a saline rinse or spray. This washes
allergens out of your nose and provides you with relief of
symptoms. Many patients like saline sprays because, unlike
other nasal sprays and medications, they can be used as
much and as frequently as you would like.

Many patients with newly diagnosed allergies sometimes
feel that they can never go outside. However, if you have
good treatment you should not have to totally avoid the
outdoors. If over-the-counter medications are not providing
you allergy relief, talk with your doctor about prescription
medications to address your allergy symptoms. Your doctor
may also want to consider allergy testing.

If you do start taking a prescription medication, make sure
you take it as prescribed. Many times medication is less
effective because patients take medication incorrectly or
suffer side effects because they take too much.

Questions to Ask Your Doctor About Allergies

1. Could this be something else other than allergies? If
you have done all of the things that your doctors asked
or you continue to develop symptoms on treatment,
it may be that you have another disease or condition
that has allergy-like symptoms but isn’t really an allergy.
Ask your doctor what other conditions might lead to
your symptoms.

2. What are my triggers? As mentioned above, one of
the key treatments for allergy symptoms is avoiding
the allergens that lead to symptoms. If you cannot
identify your allergy triggers, you will have a more
difficult time controlling your allergies.

3. Can I try complementary or alternative
treatments? Complementary and alternative medicine
is increasingly being used by patients—often without
discussing with their doctor. This can sometimes lead
to dangerous interactions with other treatment
medications or therapies. Most doctors are not
opposed to complementary or alternative treatments
for allergies, but your doctors do need to know that
you’re on them or want to try them. Talk with your
doctor before initiating any complimentary or
alternative allergy treatment.

4. Will I have to take medication? For many allergies,
over-the-counter treatments or lifestyle modifications
may be sufficient. However, if you continue to have
allergy symptoms you may benefit from prescription
medication.

5. How do I take my medicine? It is very important that
you understand the dose, frequency, and route of your
medication. A medication that you need to spray into
your nose may be ineffective and harmful if sprayed
on to different parts of the body.

6. How can I learn more? Your doctor is a tremendous
source of information about allergies. Ask your doctor
for an information prescription that lets you
know great places where you can get more information
and educate yourself.

7. How often will I need to see you? Many times patients
obtain a diagnosis, begin a treatment, but then are
lost to follow up. Make sure you have an idea how
often you need to see your doctor.

A Word FromVerywell : Managing allergies can be very
frustrating. It may seem like a difficult task to avoid triggers
and manage a complicated treatment regimen. By
developing a trusting and communicative relationship with
your healthcare team, you can develop a treatment regimen
that is manageable and also lessen the impact of allergies
on your life.

Sources:

Beltrani VS, Bernstein IL, Cohen DE, Fonacier L. Contact
Dermatitis: A Practice Parameter. Ann Allergy Asthma
Immunol. 2006;97:S1-38.

Practice Parameters for Allergy Diagnostic Testing. Ann
Allergy Asthma Immunol. 1995; 75(6): 543–625.

Source: verywell health
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E-mail : chn.iimm@gmail.com
              iimmchennai@gmail.com

COCHIN BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
GCDA Shopping Complex, Kadavanthra PO,
Kochi - 682020 (Kerala)
Ph.: 0484-2203487/9400261874
E-mail : iimmkochi@bsnl.in

DEHRADUN BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. 30, Kalindi Enclave, Balliwala Chowk,
Lane No. 2, Dehradun - 248001 (U.K)
Ph.: 0135-2795486/9410397734

DHANBAD  BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
O/o. GM (MM), B C C L,Koyla Bhawan
Koyla Nagar, Dhanbad - 826005
(Jharkhand)  Cell # 09470595238
E-mail : iimmdhanbad@gmail.com

DURGAPUR  BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Office of ED (MM) 3rd Floor
Ispat Bhawan, SAIL, Durgapur Steel Plant
Durgapur - 713203
Tel: 0343-2574303

GANDHIDHAM BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
1,2,3, Plot # 356, Ward-12B, Tagore Road
Gandhidham -370201 (Kutch) Gujarat
Tel: 02836-231711/231745
E-mail : iimm_gim@rediffmail.com

GOA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
S-6 & S7,2nd Floor, Vasco Citicentre
Opp: Canara Bank, Swantantra Path
Vasco-da-Gama, Goa - 403802

GREATER NOIDA  BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
B-193, Swam Nagri, Opp: J P Golf Course
Greater Noida - 201308
E-mail : iimmgreno@gmail.com

HARIDWAR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. 97-B, Vigyan Kunj, Indian Institute of
Technology, Roorkee, Haridwar - 247667
E-mail : iimmharidwar@gmail.com

HOSUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Opp: Hosur Bus Stand, By Pass Road
Above Axis Bank, Palaniyappa Building
Hosur - 635109 (TN) Tel # 04344-240448
E-mail : iimmhosur1@gmail.com

HUBLI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Karnataka Chamber of Commerce of
Industry Building, 1st Floor, Jayachamaraj
Nagar, Nr. Nehru Ground, Hubli - 580020
Tel: 0836-2264699/09972703336

HYDERABAD BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
III Floor, GD Enclave, 4-8-68/A/21
Rangmahal Road, Putlibowli, Koti
Hyderabad - 500095 (Telangana State)
Tel # 040:65504252/24608952
E-mail : iimmhyd@hotmail.com
Off: Timing: 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm)

INDORE BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
03, Rajmahal Colony, Ext Manik Bag Road,
Indore - 452007 (M.P)

JABALPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Jabalpur
Email: iimmjabalpur2@gmail.com

JAIPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. Mr. Purushottam Khandelwal
48, Mohan Nagar, Gopalpura Bypass,
Jaipur - 302018   Cell: 09799299157
E-mail : iimmjaipur1@gmail.com

JAMSHEDPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Room # 6,  Russi Modi Centgre for
Excellence Jubilee Road,
Jamshedpur - 831001
Ph.: 0657-2224670/2223530
E-mail : iimm_jsr@yahoo.co.in

JAMNAGAR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. Mr. Jayesh Joshi
Riddhi Engineering Works
111, Madhav Complex,
Opp: DKV Collage, Jamnagar - 361008
0288-2750171 / 9824263869
riddhieng@yahoo.com

KANPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. IGM Computer Academy
Mallick Complex, Nr. Rama Devi
Chauraha, G T Road, Kanpur - 208007
Ph.: 0512-2401291
iimmkanpurbranch@gmail.com

K G F  BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management

KOLKATA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
8/B, Short Street, Kolkata - 700017
Ph.: 033-22876971/22834963
E-mail : iimmcal17@gmail.com

LUCKNOW BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
75, 8th Floor, Lekh Raj Homes
Faizabad Road, Lucknow (UP) - 226016
Ph.: 9335211389
E-mail : arun_bhute@rediffmail.com

LUDHIANA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. Guru Nanak Industrial Corporation
Adj. Hero Cycle Ltd.,
G T Road, Ludhiana - 141010 (Punjab)
Ph.: 0161-5212268
E-mail : iimmldhbr@gmail.com

MUMBAI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
2-A, Arihant Bldg, Above Bhandari Co-op
Bank Ltd., Goregaon (E) Mumbai - 400063
Ph.:022-26863376/26864528/26855645-46
E-mail : iimmbom@gmail.com

MUNDRA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. Kundan Industrial Product & Service.,
Shop No. 6, Golden Arcade, Zero Point,
Adani, Mundra Road, Mundra - 370421
(Kutchh)

MYSORE BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Anubhav Udyog, K-64,  Hootagalli Ind. Area,
Mysore - 570018 (Karnataka)
Ph.: 0821-4282124
E-mail : mysoreiimm@gmail.com

MANAGALORE BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. B Sandeep Nail, GM (Matls.)
MRPL, Materials Dept., PO: Kuthethur
Via: Katipalla, Mangalore - 575030. DK
Tel # 0824-2882203
Email: bsnaik@mrpl.co.in

NAGPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
404, Suryakiran Complex-1, Bajaj Nagar, Nr.
VNIT Gate, Nagpur - 440010
Ph.: 0712-2229446
E-mail : iimmnagpur@gmail.com

NAlCO BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Qtr. # C-352, Nalco Township, Nalco Nagar -
759145 Dist: Angul, Orissa
Cell: 09437081126
Email: snbaghar@nalcoindia.co.in

NASIK BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
1, Parag Bldg, Patel Lane # 4
College Road, Nasik - 422005
Ph.: 0253-2314206
E-mail : iim_nsk@bsnl.in

NEW DELHI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
U-135, Vikash Marg, Shakrapur
Near Laxmi Nagar Metro Stn
Delhi - 110092
011-22464969/22466089
E-mail : iimm1delhi@gmail.com

PUNE BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Pratibha Towers, Plot # 22, Old Pune
Mumbai Road, CTS # 15/2, Above TVS
Showroom, Wakdewadi, Pune - 411003
Ph.: 020-65000854
E-mail : iimmpune1@gmail.com

RAE BARELI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
497, Near CMO Office, Jail Road,
Rae Bareli -229001
iimmrbl@yahoo.com, iimmrbl@gmail.com

RANCHI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Gen Manager (MM) Office
Central Coalfields Ltd.,
Darbhanga House, Ranchi - 834001
Tel.: 0651-2360716/2360198
E-mail : rajesh0021@yahoo.com

ROURKELA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
TH-01(West) Sector - 4, Near Mahila Thana
Dist: Sundergarh, Rourkela - 769002
(Odisha)
Cell: 08260711943/08895501056
Email: iimm.rourkela@gmail.com

SURAT BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. Mr. Dilip Dhabarde, Hony Secy.
Manager Matls, Krishak Bharati Co Ltd
PO: Kribhaco Nagar, Nr. Kawas Village
Suresh-394515, Tel: 0261-2802682
E-mail : dilipdhabarde@kribhco.net

TRIVANDRUM BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
TC-9/1447, 2nd Floor,Future House
Temple Road, Sasthamangalam
Thiruvanathapuram - 695010
Ph. : 0471-2724952
E-mail : iimmtvpm@gmail.com

UDAIPUR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
2nd Floor, Above Manohar Furniture
Ashwini Marg, Udaipur - 313001
Ph.: 0294-2411969/2421530
E-mail : iimmudpr@sancharnet.in
iimmudpr@gmail.com

VADODARA BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Vishal Chambers, 2nd Floor, 34, Vishwas
Colony, Alkapuri, Vadodara - 390007
Ph.: 0265-2359060
E-mail : iimmbrd@satyam.net.in
iimmbaroda@gmail.com

VAPI BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
223, 2nd Floor, C B Desai Chambers
Koparali Road, GIDC, Vapi - 396195
Ph.: 0260-2429114
E-mail : iimmvapi@gmail.com

VISAKHAPATNAM BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
C/o. A V Rajendra Kumar
Droo No. 39-8-34/4 & 5, Sector - 8,
Muralinagar, Visakhapatnam - 530007
Ph.: 0891-2704757  / 9701347694
E-mail : iimmvizag@gmail.com

V U NAGAR BRANCH
Indian Institute of Materials Management
Champs Engineering, 1-52, GIDC Estate
Vitthal Udyognagar - 388121
Tel: 02692-230440/ 09825028050
Email: harshad.champs@gmail.com

IIMM HEADQUARTERS AND BRANCHES
IIMM NHQ : Plot No. 102 & 104, Sector-15, Instl. Area, CBD Belapur, Navi Mumbai-400614. Tel.: 27561754 / 2756 5831, Fax : 022-27571022

E-mail NHQ : iimmnhq55@gmail.com,  members@iimm.co.in    E-mail Edu. Wing : iimmedu@iimm.co.in,     Website : www.iimm.org
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